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A

s you can see by our beautiful
cover photo our feature article
is on Lorys and Lorikeets.
Beginners must start with birds that
are hardy, that breed fairly easily and
within a reasonable amount of time,
that are not too expensive and that
are a pleasure to watch. Many species
of Lories and Lorikeets fill these
requirements very well, and in these
times there are enough species of this
genus to give the beginner a delightful
variety from which to choose.
These birds are very special in that
they have a particular digestive system
and a specially adapted tongue for the
kind of food they eat, which is mostly
taken in by letting it stick on their brushlike tongue. The beginners’ types are
hardy and not expensive, they breed
from the age of two onwards and their
magnificent colours make them stand
out in your collection. To top it all,
they are not shy and retiring, but bold,
inquisitive and very playful. Most of
these types learn to speak a few words
very clearly.
The fact that their diet is mostly liquid
means that their droppings are very
wet, and in addition, they are squirted
out with a considerable amount of force!
This can be a problem if you house
them in aviaries with cement floors,
but if you house them in suspended
cages, the droppings go through the
wire base and onto the ground below,
well out of their reach.
For our finch fans we have a good
article on the Tricolor parrot finch.
Up until a few years ago the Tricolor

parrot finch (Erythrura tricolor) was a
rare find indeed in aviaries in South
Africa. However, the importation of a
number of pairs into the country and
the dedication of specialist breeders
has resulted in the species being well
established in our aviaries, if still a little
harder to come by and more expensive
than their more commonly kept Red
Headed or Blue Faced cousins. The
Tricolor (also referred to as the Forbe’s
or Tamnibar parrot finch) is a truly
beautiful member of the Erythrura
genus which includes other vivid
species such as the well known and
loved Gouldian and always commands
attention when first observed whizzing
about an aviary.
Blue birds never fail to delight visitors
to an aviary! This hardy species with its
splendid colouration, vivacious nature
and happy trill will always be noticed.
I’d recommend the Tricolor to any finch
enthusiast who wants to try one of
the less easily available species and
has gained some experience with the
more commonly attainable parrot finch
species.
Finally don’t forget to take a look at our
Avizandum website www.avizandum.
co.za. We have a great variety of
birdkeeping books and birdkeeping
products which can be purchased on
our website and delivered directly to
you. Please also make use of our free
classified advertising section called
The Birdshop. We hope you enjoy this
issue of Avizandum. Happy reading
and Happy birdkeeping!
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Finches
by Dr Dylan
Dukas

Blue birds never fail to delight visitors to an
aviary! This hardy species with its splendid
colouration, vivacious nature and happy trill will
always be noticed. I’d recommend the Tricolor
to any finch enthusiast who wants to try one of
the less easily available species and has gained
some experience with the more commonly
attainable parrot finch species.

Tricolor cock showing
bright red rump
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Introduction

U

p until a few years ago the Tricolor
parrot finch (Erythrura tricolor) was a
rare find indeed in aviaries in South
Africa. However, the importation of a number
of pairs into the country and the dedication
of specialist breeders has resulted in the
species being well established in our
aviaries, if still a little harder to come by and
more expensive than their more commonly
kept Red Headed or Blue Faced cousins.
The Tricolor (also referred to as the Forbe’s
or Tamnibar parrot finch) is a truly beautiful
member of the Erythrura genus which
includes other vivid species such as the
well known and loved Gouldian and always
commands attention when first observed
whizzing about an aviary.

Description
Being sexually dimorphic there is no trouble
differentiating the sexes once the birds start
their first moult at about 3 months of age.
At 3 months the first trace of vibrant cobalt
blue on the chest and heads of young
males makes them easily distinguishable
from the females which sport lighter, but
by no means less beautiful, powdery blue
chests. Both sexes have dark green backs
and wings and red tails and rumps. The
young leave the nest with yellow beaks
which slowly turn black during their first
moult. Both sexes intensify in colour as
they age so be on your guard as a brightly
coloured three year old female and a newly
moulted young male may well catch out an
inexperienced eye!
Mutations are beginning to emerge and
there are reports of recessive black eyed
yellow, sex-linked lutino, sea green and
pied mutations in European and Australian
aviaries. A pastel mutation is being bred in
small numbers in South Africa at present.

Housing
Abroad Tricolors are often kept in standard
double breeder sized cages and bred
indoors. I am aware of some breeders in
South Africa that very successfully breed
Tricolors in indoor cages, however, the
majority of breeders here keep their parrot
finches in conventional outdoor aviaries.
I have found Tricolors to be a very hardy
species and have successfully kept them in
outdoor aviaries all year round despite our
cold, wet winters here in Cape Town. My
aviaries are fully roofed and protected from
the prevailing winds by clear polycarbonate
sheeting.
I have had the best success when keeping

Small breeding avairies line a large, planted walk-in aviary
a single pair of Tricolors in small (1.8 X
1.2 X 1.8m) aviaries either on their own
or with compatible species like Australian
grassfinches. If two or more pairs of
Tricolors are kept together in a small aviary
they tend to spend a lot of energy chasing
sub-ordinate males around and usually
only the dominant pair will breed. I have,
however, recently kept two pairs in a large,
planted communal walk through aviary
which they share with colonies of Masked
Grassfinches, Bichenos and Orange

Cheeked Waxbills. The Tricolors adapted
quickly to the larger aviary and both pairs
rapidly set about building free standing
nests in bushes in the aviary and raised
their young without a glitch. They may be
small in size but make up for it with their
stunning blue attire and constant aerial
acrobatics as they whiz through the thickets
and show very well in the communal aviary.
Next season I will try a larger colony of
four or five pairs in this large aviary and
see how this works out as the sight of a

www.avizandum.co.za
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number of these cobalt gems together will
be stunning!
Tricolors are friendly in a mixed aviary,
keeping to themselves and I have never
had any aggression shown to other
species. Please refrain from keeping
different species of parrot finches together
in one aviary. Male parrot finches will
pursue and mate with any breeding female
parrot finch resulting in hybrids which,
although pretty, hold no value as future
breeding birds and as some may prove to
be fertile may contaminate pure lines of
breeding birds. I learnt this the hard way
when a lone male Tricolor was housed with
a pair of Red Headed parrot finches and
when the Red Heads proudly fledged their
nest of three babies two of them sported
rogue blue feathers on their chests….Off to
a non- breeding children’s aviary for them!

Feeding
Herein lies the secret to successfully
keeping and breeding this species. These
beauties from Indonesia are the gluttons of
the finch world! Allowing them free access
to oil-rich seeds or soft food will very
quickly result in birds that are obese. The
males, in particular, are prone to obesity
which leads to heavy chests and large
deposits of fat in the cloacal area. These
birds appear very healthy BUT their fertility
plummets! Often the first sign of obesity
is nest after nest of infertile eggs from an
apparently healthy pair. To check your birds
for obesity, blow the feathers around the
chest and cloacal area away and any sign
of yellow fat instead of dark red muscle
under the skin is a sure sign that your birds
are too fat. Guard against this by rationing
the soft food available to them when there
are not feeding chicks in the nest and by
avoiding too many oily seeds in their diet. I
personally think that a three month austerity
period in the winter, non-breeding months
where only non oily seeds and no greens
or soft food is fed is key to maintaining
these finches in a fit and healthy condition.
During the winter I separate my finches
into single sex aviaries and the males will
spend a lot of time chasing each other
about, thus keeping them fit and burning of
any excess weight!

Tricolor nest built in brush
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Two weeks before I place the pairs together
in the spring I start feeding small amounts
of softfood and greens and by the time the
pairs are placed together the males and
females are calling to each other constantly
and the first clutch of eggs should appear
within two weeks!

A standard finch mixture suits these birds
well as long as it doesn’t contain large
amounts of canary, poppy, linseed or niger.
Tricolors will readily take live food such
as termites and mealworms especially
when breeding but as termites are hard to
come by in my side of the world my birds
rear their chicks without any live food
offered. My tricolors are fed on a seed
mixture consisting mainly of red, yellow
and Japanese millet and a commercially
available softfood mixed with a selection
of finely blended fresh greens (usually
cauliflower, carrots, broccoli and spinach).
This species loves fresh fruit and will devour
soft fruits such as paw paw, mango, apple,
oranges and cucumber. Most of the finches
in my collection relish cucumber and all
that will be left over the next morning is a
thin rind totally devoid of any flesh!

Three fledglings about 3 months old, just colouring up.

Breeding
Tricolors are not difficult birds to breed and
pairs kept in a suitable aviary with peaceful
inhabitants and fed properly will quickly
settle down to nest. Any shape or size
nest box seems to be accepted or pairs
will build their own closely woven, untidy
nest in brush hung up in the shelter or live
plants out in the flight. Three to six small
white eggs are the norm and both parents
will diligently incubate for 14 days. The
young are naked and sport blue papilla in
the corners of the beak characteristic of
all parrot finches. Youngsters fledge at
three weeks of age and after a day or so
of cowering low down in the aviary they will
be zipping about the flight with as much
agility and speed as their parents. I leave
the young with their parents for 4 weeks
after leaving the nest before moving them
into a communal aviary until they colour
up. By the time the chicks are independent
enough to be moved the adults are usually
incubating their next clutch.
Although easily coaxed to breed there
are a few snags to overcome to ensure
maximum success with this species. Being
birds of the tropics it would appear that
the eggs need a relatively high humidity
to hatch properly. Here in Cape Town with
our hot, dry summers this means that a
few days prior to hatching I dribble about
a teaspoon of water down the inside of the
nest to raise the humidity. If I neglect to
do this about half of the young will fail to
hatch after pipping. During our wet winters
humidity is not a problem, however, I now
no longer allow my Tricolors to breed
during the colder months as the adults stop
roosting in the nest with the chicks at about
day ten resulting in cold, dead chicks in

Breeding male with a two youngsters just colouring up. Young

I have found Tricolors to be a very hardy species and have successfully kept them in
outdoor aviaries all year round despite our cold, wet winters here in Cape Town.
www.avizandum.co.za
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A breeding pair,
cock on the
right.

the nests in the mornings. Fostering chicks
under Bengalese for clutches laid during
colder periods is recommended.

Health Issues
I have found the Tricolor parrot finch to
be one of the hardiest species of finches
I’ve kept. They are active birds that are
predisposed to night frights though so try
and avoid common causes such as cats
or owls perching on your aviary roofs or
people walking near their aviaries after
nightfall.
All the parrot finches are frequently
infected with roundworms, tapeworms and
or gizzard worms. An effective deworming
regime is vital and I deworm my flock every
three months. I have used the following
products to deworm my finches:
Moxidectin (available as “Cydectin” for
sheep) at a dose rate of 5mls per liter of
water. Provide a fresh mixture daily for
three days. Moxidectin is not effective
against tapeworm but highly effective
against roundworms including gizzard
worms and mites.

Tricolors are
slightly smaller
than their Blue
Faced cousins

“Mediworm” powder mixed into the softfood
and fed daily for 2 days running. (Effective
as long as your birds will eat softfood)
“Equimax” suspension (not the gel or
paste) at a rate of 2mls per liter of water
for 2 days running. Equimax is effective
against roundworms and tapeworms.
Avoid any deworming products containing
levamisole as it is reported to be toxic to
parrot finches.

Hen showing muted blue
colouration on the chest and
head.

Take measures to avoid obesity. Your
breeding results will take a hammering
should you neglect this!

Conclusion
Blue birds never fail to delight visitors to an
aviary! This hardy species with its splendid
colouration, vivacious nature and happy
trill will always be noticed. I’d recommend
the Tricolor to any finch enthusiast who
wants to try one of the less easily available
species and has gained some experience
with the more commonly attainable parrot
finch species.
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COCKATOO

CITRON - CRESTED
O
COCKATO
roncristata
Cacatua sulphurea cit

By David
Dennison

A

subspecies of the Lesser sulphur crested cockatoo,
Citron crested cockatoos are small white cockatoos,
slightly larger than the Lesser sulphur crested. Average
weight is 350g with a body length of 33 cm. Wing length is
211-245 mm. Tail length is 98-115 mm. Bill length is 29-39
mm. Tarsus length is 21-25 mm. The plumage is white with
yellow cheek patches. The forward-curving erectile crest is
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citron- yellow and very distinctive. The undersurfaces of the tail
and wings are pale yellow.
The periopthalmic ring is pale blue. Eye colouration is also
suggested to be sex differentiated in a similar way to the
Moluccan Cockatoo. In hen birds, it has been suggested that
the iris goes grey at 5-6 months and turns brown by 7 months.

They can be distinguished by the bright
orange crest and a light orange ear patch.
Males have slightly larger heads than the
hens. The birds have a pale yellow tinge
under the wings and eye colours of males
range from brown to black, The females
have a reddish tinge to the eye. Sexing
of chicks is necessary but the males can
usually be identified by a slightly larger
head than the female.
Life span is difficult to determine but is
thought to be up to fourty years. However
many could succumb to disease and injury
before then.
The Citron-Crested cockatoo occurs
naturally at the island of Sumba in
Indonesia. They live in tropical forests or
on the edges of these forests. This species
is endangered because it’s existence is
dependent on it’s natural habitat on the
one island it occurs. If the natural habitat
of the citron-crested cockatoo is destroyed,
the species will be lost. In captivity the
citron-crested cockatoo is still being kept
and bred. The problem in captivity is that
the citron-crested cockatoo and the lesser
sulphur-crested cockatoo can interbreed.
Their offspring is healthy and can reproduce
again, as both types of cockatoo s are the
same species. But interbreeding removes
the distinctive traits of citron-crested
cockatoos: the bright orange crest and the
cheek patches. If mixing both subspecies
is continued, one homogeneous species of
lesser sulphur/citron crested cockatoos will
be all that’s left. In my opinion it is a pity to
lose a species that so clearly looks different
than its closest related species. Currently
it is hard to find pure citron-crested
cockatoos in captivity as many have one or
more sulphur-crested ancestors.

The males can sometimes be aggressive so for safety sake clip his one wing just to slow
him down a bit at the beginning of the breeding season. They will sulk and may not breed
if you turn him into a pedestrian.

In captivity they breed well, some from as
young as two years old, however although
the hens generally breed at this age but
the males need be about a year older.
To minimize mate aggression with these
cockatoos it is best if the pairs can grow up
together, with no more than a year between
the sexes. If it is found necessary to pair
adults try to put a younger male with a
mature hen. Allow them to live next to each
other for about a month and then introduce
the cock into the hen’s cage; this will lead
him to think that he is in her territory and his
cockiness should be minimised.
These cockatoos thrive on a pelleted diet
and mine are fed 42 grams of Avi-products
pellets per day per pair with a small amount
of sunflower seed once a week, together
with a piece of mealie and half an apple
per day, All cockatoos love to be able to

Citron Cockatoos are often friendly and curious, and are considered to be among the
quietest of the group (note: that’s “quiet” by parrot standards!).
www.avizandum.co.za
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sit on a perch, holding a piece of fruit in a
claw while sharing with a mate. During the
breeding season starting about June every
year I supplement this diet with 42 grams
of Avi-products Complete Parrot Diet with
mixed in chopped green vegetables and
increase the sunflower seed to 15% of the
soft food daily, about 10 grams per pair.

In captivity they breed well, some from as young as two years old, however although the
hens generally breed at this age but the males need be about a year older.

Once more be careful of the food quantity
as they will eat the sunflower first. If
given too much soft food with mixed in
sunflower they will eat an imbalance of
sunflower. Fresh food should be provided
daily. Avoid ‘topping up’ on food from the
previous day. Food dishes should be clean
and dry prior to the addition of food. It is
recommended to facilitate a food station
per bird in the enclosure. Cockatoos
forage continuously during the day and
this activity can be promoted in captivity by
providing the daily ration early in the day to
encourage maximum use of daylight hours.
Foraging behaviour can be promoted
through the use of enrichment foods that
are supplementary to the daily nutritional
requirement (see Enrichment). Some birds
will actively forage for seeds scattered on
the aviary floor and this can be an excellent
from of enrichment although this can also
attract pests.
Fresh water should be available for
drinking. This can be provided in the form of
pools on the enclosure floor which require
regular cleaning or in water dishes which
are routinely cleaned and refilled.
Citron crested cockatoos make wonderful
pets; but because of their highly
endangered status unless you have
surplus males try not to sell your chicks as
pets, only sell them for breeding purposes.
Like most cockatoos the do not talk well
or clearly. We must continue to breed
these beautiful birds in our aviaries so as
to preserve their status for posterity. The
Greenies scoff when we tell them this and
say they should be returned to the wild
for conservation purposes. This is almost
impossible and my answer to this is that
the Greenies should put their actions where
there mouths are. Not only that but natural
habitat is disappearing at an alarming
rate. Within twenty years there may be no
parrots of any forest dwelling species left
in the wild!

During the breeding season it is best to keep your visits to these birds to a minimum.
As they see you as a predator which must be denied access to food so they destroy the
food.
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Aviaries should be about three metres high
and have a flight of about seven metres.
Nest boxes of African grey size are suitable
and two entrances would be ideal. Half the
length of the aviary should be under a roof
for weather protection. It is imperative to
have your access to the nest outside the

Citron crested cockatoos make wonderful pets; but because of their highly endangered status unless you have surplus males try not to
sell your chicks as pets, only sell them for breeding purposes.
aviary in a safety passage from which you
can take eggs are babies or make nest
inspections. They hate people coming into
their cage in breeding season.
The males can sometimes be aggressive
so for safety sake clip his one wing just to
slow him down a bit at the beginning of the
breeding season. They will sulk and may
not breed if you turn him into a pedestrian.
They will breed very poorly or not at all
if you have to enter their aviary for nest
inspections. In any case nest inspections
should be kept to a minimum even from
the outside. In my experience if you open
the nest and it contains an egg remove the
egg for incubation otherwise the male will
break up the egg immediately you leave.
The same applies if there is a chicken or
chickens in the nest, they will be killed!
During the breeding season it is best
to keep your visits to these birds to a

minimum. As they see you as a predator
which must be denied access to food so
they destroy the food. Never ring babies
and return them to the nest. If you can
afford it use a CCTV camera to watch
the action. Infrared cameras can even be
placed into the roof of the nest box. Despite
the general perception most cockatoos are
not noisy all the time. The noisy exceptions
are the Tritons and Greater sulphur crested
cockatoos.

hypodermic needle, very carefully so as
not to injure the chick, I do this whether the
egg has piped or not. In this circumstance
if your chick is a bit late and penetrates the
inner membrane and needs air to breath it
is available while he waits to hatch. At this
time the egg is put into the hatcher at 70
rh. And at 36.5 degrees centigrade. As
the chicks begin to hatch egg temperature
increases by about a degree and they could
overheat and dehydrate in the hatcher.

Cockatoos do not cry out all day but usually
for a few minutes in the evening and
morning. Clutches are normally two to three
eggs and brooding time is approximately
24-26 days but do not be alarmed if they
have not hatched in that time. Cockatoo
eggs often can be three or even more days
late. My Moluccans often hatch at 35 days.
What I do with all my eggs which I inspect
on the expected pip date is poke a hole
into the air space with a sterilized, heavy

Citron Cockatoos are often friendly and
curious, and are considered to be among
the quietest of the group (note: that’s “quiet”
by parrot standards!). Like all cockatoos,
they need even more human contact than
other parrots if they are to remain sociable
and stress-free. A large indoor cage or
outdoor aviary, along with ample out-ofcage time, is absolutely essential to their
well-being.
Happy breeding.
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Breeding successes with the

Blue-crowned Hanging Parrot
(Loriculus galgulus)

E

arly in 2010 I attended an auction of finches and other small aviary
birds, seedeaters and softbills. On this sale was a pair of Blue-crowned
Hanging Parrots. Thirty to fifty years ago these birds were regularly
imported and as much as I liked them, I never bought a pair because I didn’t
know anyone who had bred them or could breed them. Recently we have
had people, dedicated aviculturists, who wanted the challenge of breeding
rare species, ask where they could get these birds and I found I couldn’t
help them. What I did find was an article that was written for Avizandum and
published in 2004. This article had so much information in it that I felt that
we should publish it again to try and encourage those dedicated aviculturists
that enjoy the challenge of breeding species that are scarce in aviculture.
Let us try and get these beautiful little birds back into aviculture.
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By Fred Barnicoat

Those people that don’t know these little
gems of the avicultural world, could be
forgiven for wondering how they got the
name “Hanging Parrot”. The fact is that
they sleep hanging head down from a
perch or the wire at the top of the aviary.
For this reason special attention has to be
given to protecting them from the weather.
Mr I F Spangenberg of Vryheid in northern
Natal has had spectacular success in
breeding Blue-crowned Hanging Parrots
over a prolonged period. His experience
may therefore be of interest to others who
are making an effort to propagate the
various members of the delightful genus,
Loriculus, under controlled conditions.
Stimulus of the flock essential for breeding
When Sakkie Spangenberg commenced
with a single pair of Blue-crowned some
years ago, he found that they made no
effort to breed. However, he put into
practice experience he had already gained
in breeding Lovebirds, where he had found
that the stimulus of a flock was usually
necessary to set a species off breeding.
He decided to introduce a second pair of
Blue-crowned into the small outdoor aviary,
and almost immediately he achieved his
first breeding success.

The motherly instinct seems to be great in these birds, and the babies were very well
fed. They were totally naked, put on weight rapidly and as I have observed with small
lorikeet species I have bred, they were often lying on their backs when I checked their
nest.

Whole maize kernels that
have been thoroughly
softened by boiling in a
pressure cooker for some
four hours. The hanging
parrot likes to pick up a
kernel and fly with it to a
perch, where they nibble it
away while holding it in one
foot.

Housing

He now maintains two small outdoor
aviaries for breeding these hanging parrots.
They measure 1.5m x 1.5m x 1.5m high,
the back, sides and a part of the top being
covered with metal sheeting. It should be
remembered, however, that the Vryheid
climate is relatively warm and equable, with
only occasional frost in winter.
The one small aviary houses 7 adult
hanging parrots, the other 6. In each aviary
one dominant female seems to emerge,
which acts as the breeding female, and
the other females and males seem to work
together as a unit and feed the babies. At
one stage when the breeding female died
in the nest, the feeding of her young ones
was taken on for the most part by another
female.

Nest and nesting material

Quite a number and variety of nesting
receptacles are provided in each aviary,
but small logs, hung up vertically, seem to
be preferred over artificial nest boxes. The
hanging parrots build a nest by putting fresh
green vegetation into their rump feathers
and carrying it into the log. They refused
ordinary grass, but started by using peach
tree leaves. Further experimentation found
that they are particularly fond of tearing
apart a common waterside or aquatic
plant, popularly known as umbrella sedge
(Cyperus papyrus of C.alternifolius) to build
their nests. The plant must be growing
in the aviary to attract their attention and

are accordingly grown in pots, and they
are moved into the aviary and are again
withdrawn to allow the plant to recover,
while a fresh plant is provided.

Breeding

The breeding season starts in the early
spring. The first clutch of eggs a female
lays is almost invariably unfertile, but with
the second clutch and even more so the
third clutch breeding success begins and
improves. They lay between 3 and 5
eggs, usually 4. The greatest number of
babies raised in a brood so far stands at 4.
Records show that no less than 25 babies
have been successfully raised through the

years in one of the aviaries.
As the nesting material becomes very wet
and unhealthy it must be changed at least
every two weeks, using sawdust as the
replacement. The disturbance involved
has never resulted in desertion of the nest.
The babies fledge in about 5 weeks. They
are left with their parents until about 6
months old. For such a small bird they
mature remarkably slowly, and cannot be
visually sexed for two years, when the
males develop their distinctive colours.

Feeding
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The one small aviary houses 7 adult hanging parrots, the other 6. In each aviary one dominant female seems to emerge, which acts as
the breeding female, and the other females and males seem to work together as a unit and feed the babies.
The basic food provided is a proprietary
brand supplement softfood produced
for parrots, usually Avi-Products, made
crumbly moist with grated apple and
further sweetened by adding honey at
the rate of the one teaspoon of honey to
three tablespoons of the softfood. Different
brands have been used through the years,
and they have produced much the same
results, but the hanging parrots strongly
resist any change in their food, so it is
important to stick to one particular brand,
and if for any reason a change in the brand
is necessary, the birds must be carefully
weaned onto their new make, as they may
even refuse to eat it at first.

In addition three further items
are provided for their daily
diet.

1.
At least one kind of fresh fruit
such as paw paw, apple, pear or orange,
but they do not like banana.
2.
Grape juice, such as sold for
human consumption, offered in a “fountain
drinker”. They learn to enjoy both the red
and white, but again they resist sudden
change and must be slowly weaned from
oe to the other, so it is better to stick to one
of the two.
3.
Whole maize kernels that have
been thoroughly softened by boiling in a
pressure cooker for some four hours. The
hanging parrot likes to pick up a kernel and
fly with it to a perch, where they nibble it
away while holding it in one foot.
Rather surprisingly for such tiny birds, they
are able to deal with dry sunflower seed,
a dish of which is kept in their aviaries
constantly. They enjoy eating it from time
to time, and seem to benefit from it.
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Fresh water is always suppl8ied and these
birds revel in being sprayed.

Special features

As their name implies, they do in fact
roost upside down like a bat and cling
to the wire top of their aviary, which has
therefore to be fully protedted with metal,
wood or asbestos for the shelter, and a
good translucent material like fibre glass
or high quality plastic or Perspex for the
entire flight section. Comparative to other
parrots, they will go to roost for the night
quite early. They are also quite nervous
birds and easily disturbed during the night.
For this reason deep water bowls should
be avoided, as a number of them met a sad
end by drowning in a deep water dish from
which they could not escape.
The breeding display of the Blue-crowned
Hanging Parrot is something fantastic to
watch. The male blows out the red throat
patch and dances in from of the hen,
putting up a truly magnificent show.
Successes in other collections reflect
similar lines of management. My own
successful breeding of the Blue-crowned
Hanging Parrot took place the mid-summer
of 1992/93. I had taken over a pair from
a friend, who was giving up bird keeping.
They were the survivors of batch of about
8 Blue-crowneds imported while still
in immature plumage over three years
previously. This pair made no attempt to
breed for two seasons. Then the hen died
and the only way I could replace her was
to buy two quite elderly hens that had been
left in another collection. Being unaware
of the importance of the group to stimulate
breeding, I placed one of the hens with
the cock in the medium sized aviary with a
mixed collection of finches, while the other
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hen was housed in a mixed collection next
door. I was quite surprised when the pair
quite quickly took up a budgie nest box half
filled with grass, for the finches.
The aviary where they were housed is
almost totally surrounded with fiberglass
sheeting, keeping it very warm and
secluded. The inmates cannot be readily
observed from outside, so I did not note
how the Blue-crowned carried further
green material into the box, but noticed that
it was being filled with pieces of groundsel
and green grasses, which I fastened at
perch level daily during the summer for the
finches.
The dates I recorded of this breeding
would indicate that three eggs were laid
on alternate days and that the first of two
babies hatched on the 16th day after the
laying of the third egg.
The motherly instinct seems to be great in
these birds, and the babies were very well
fed. They were totally naked, put on weight
rapidly and as I have observed with small
lorikeet species I have bred, they were
often lying on their backs when I checked
their nest. They were beautifully feathered
when they left their nest on the 31st day
after the hatching of the first one.
The parents were fed on the same nectar
recipe I used for the small lorikeets, i.e. 1
tablespoon honey, 1 tablespoon Complan
(or any other balanced energy food sold
for human consumption) and 1 teaspoon
condensed milk to 300 ml hot water.
Additives are added in small quantities
and varied such as Bovril, torula yeast,
probiotics and vitamin supplement. During
the time that the two babies were being
reared, I noted that the parents ate large

quantities of fresh mango and sweet apple,
sliced in halves and fixed at perch level.
Unfortunately I was not able to continue
breeding this species through pressure on
my aviary accommodation and sold out the
entire stock.

Success in Gavin Zietsman’s
collection at Lory Lore

Just before the sale of this fabulous
collection of Gavin’s departure for the
USA, which is a massive loss to aviculture
in South Africa, Gavin was breeding Bluecrowned Hanging Parrots regularly and
in some numbers. He had imported a
consignment of them a few years before.
They did not breed when housed in the
bare aviaries enclosed in the block type
buildings, but he quite soon experimented
with them releasing about 10 pairs in a
huge outdoor aviary with abundant growing
vegetation. Despite sharing this aviary with
a wide variety of 2waxbills, softbills and
doves, they thrived. They usually nested
in natural logs hung vertically and could be
seen carrying greenery into their nests in
their rump feathers.
It was not, of course, possible to closely
monitor their nests and diet under these
conditions. However, they had free access
to nectar mixtures, fresh fruit and insects.
They nested in logs and were not subject to
disturbance from the other inmates of the
enclosure. Nor, perhaps more importantly,
did they ever molest any other type of
bird in the mixed collection. They simply
enjoyed life in the huge wilderness aviary,
and bred quite prolifically.

The breeding season starts in the early spring. The first clutch of eggs a female lays is
almost invariably unfertile, but with the second clutch and even more so the third clutch
breeding success begins and improves.

Conclusion

The Blue-crowned Hanging Parrot is one
of the smallest and daintiest of the genus
Loriculus, and oe of the most colourful and
exquisite birds of the world. For a bird of its
size it matures quite slowly and is relatively
long lived under suitable aviary conditions.
It is an exceptionally sociable psittacine,
suitable for housing in large aviaries or
conservatories with other sotfbilled birds or
doves, especially fruit doves or finches. It
is a willing breeder in large or small aviaries
and even in small cages in indoor housing,
essential in cold climates. There are
particular advantages to supplying fresh,
preferably growing, vegetation for nesting
material. The stimulus of the flock is an
important consideration in breeding them.
Finally, it is an ideal subject on which to
focus for breeding up variable aviary-bred
stocks. Wild caught stock is unlikely to
remain available for very much longer, so
every effort should be made t build up the
numbers of Blue-crowned Hanging Parrots
in captivity, or one of the truest gems of
aviculture will be lost to us.

It was not, of course, possible to closely monitor their nests and diet under these
conditions. However, they had free access to nectar mixtures, fresh fruit and insects.
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LORY &
CANARY
LORIKEET

LORYS AND LORIKEETS
FOR BEGINNERS
Toni Bucci
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B

eginners must start with birds that
are hardy, that breed fairly easily and
within a reasonable amount of time,
that are not too expensive and that are a
pleasure to watch. Many species of Lories
and Lorikeets fill these requirements very
well, and in these times there are enough
species of this genus to give the beginner
a delightful variety from which to choose.

WHAT ARE THEY?

These birds are very special in that they
have a particular digestive system and a
specially adapted tongue for the kind of
food they eat, which is mostly taken in by
letting it stick on their brush-like tongue.
The beginners’ types are hardy and not
expensive, they breed from the age of
two onwards and their magnificent colours
make them stand out in your collection. To
top it all, they are not shy and retiring, but
bold, inquisitive and very playful. Most of
these types learn to speak a few words
very clearly.
The fact that their diet is mostly liquid
means that their droppings are very wet,
and in addition, they are squirted out with
a considerable amount of force! This can
be a problem if you house them in aviaries
with cement floors, but if you house them
in suspended cages, the droppings go
through the wire base and onto the ground
below, well out of their reach.

BUILD THEM SUSPENDED CAGES

Most Lorys and Lorikeets will live and breed happily in suspended cages that are about
2,7m long, 90cm high and 90cm wide.

Lories and Lorikeets
need entertainment. Give
them lots of fresh fruit tree
branches, eucalyptus,
etc with leaves on and
preferably wet. Pick flowers
like hibiscus, bottlebrush
and nasturtiums and give
them as often as you can.

Most Lorys and Lorikeets will live and
breed happily in suspended cages that
are about 2,7m long, 90cm high and 90cm
wide. A nest box of 25cm x 25 base and
about 60cm high can be hung inside or on
the outside and left in all year round for
roosting at night. In dry areas sisal logs
are used but they are not recommended
for humid areas because they cannot be
scrubbed and disinfected. The important
considerations with these cages are:
* Clean them regularly, especially around
the feeding stations and the perches. The
birds are active and lively, they climb about
a lot, and they lick everything! Wash, scrub
and then disinfect their wire regularly.
Virukill Avisafe will make it easy for you
because you do not have to remove the
birds.
* Lories and Lorikeets need entertainment.
Give them lots of fresh fruit tree branches,
eucalyptus, etc with leaves on and
preferably wet. Pick flowers like hibiscus,
bottlebrush and nasturtiums and give them
as often as you can. Leave tennis balls,
pine cones, cooked green mealie cobs etc

for them with which to play. The busier they
are, the less likely they will be to pluck their
chicks, for which they are infamous.

FEED THEM WELL

The modern day diets consist of a dry
powder to which you just have to add water
to make a nectar. If it is a good quality
diet, it will contain protein, vitamins and

minerals that are just right for these birds.
Feed according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. In addition, feed them fresh
pieces of whatever fruit is in season.
Fresh foods that they enjoy are celery,
cooked fresh sweetcorn and cooked
green mealies, while sweet apples, pears,
mango, pawpaw, grapes and melons seem
to be favourite fruits.
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YOUR CHOICES
The following birds are suitable for
beginners and they are, according to what
breeders are asking, the least expensive.
Prices are difficult to quote because at the
moment they are higher than previously,
probably because so many have been
exported at very good prices when the
value of the Rand was so low.
Red Lory. There are two kinds available in
this country, the bright red Moluccan or Red
Lory (E.bornea bornea) and the darker red,
smaller Buru Red Lory (E.b. cyanonothus).
Be careful not to mix these two. Their price
is still surprisingly low considering the
fact that they do not seem to be readily
available to buy here.

The following birds are suitable for beginners and they are, according to what breeders
are asking, the least expensive.

Members of the Swainson’s or Rainbow
Lorikeet that presently are the least
expensive are:
Green-naped Lorikeet (Trichoglossus.
haematodus haematodus)
Swainson’s Lorikeet (T. h. moluccanus)
Massena’s Lorikeet (T.h.massena)
Forsten’s (T.h. forsteni).
Dusky Lory (Pseudeos fuscata) – in orange
or yellow colour phase
Goldie’s Lorikeet (Psitteutelers goldiei)
Perfect Lorikeet (Trichoglossus euteles)
Once you have mastered the keeping and
breeding of these beautiful birds, you will
be hooked, and quite capable of moving
ahead with other members of this family
of strikingly beautiful, interesting and
entertaining birds.

The chicks stay in the nest about 8-10 weeks, but it may be necessary to change the
nesting material if it gets too dirty and wet.
Do not be tempted to add things like honey
and sugar etc (buying expensive pollen
is also not necessary) because that will
only attract bees, apart from the fact that
it will throw out the carefully researched
and calculated balance of the nectar.
Should you still have a problem with bees,
there are local products like ByeBye Bee
available, or else put moth balls near or on
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their nest boxes in bottles with small holes
in the lid so the fumes get out but the birds
cannot eat the moth balls.
Lorys and Lorikeets may eat some seed if it
is given to them, but their digestive system
cannot really use much of it, because it is
not adapted to digest such foods.

www.avizandum.co.za

Once they start breeding, you can expect
2 eggs in a clutch which hatch some 2325 days later, depending on the species.
The chicks stay in the nest about 8-10
weeks, but it may be necessary to change
the nesting material if it gets too dirty and
wet. Take out most of the soiled nesting
material, replace with fresh, dry shavings
and put some of the moist shavings back
on top to prevent the chicks from burying
down into the loose dry shavings and
getting lost. Most of these species can be
rung at 17 days with a 7.5mm closed ring,
but Goldie’s are rung at 14 days with a
5mm one. Please ask us for specific sizes
if you do not have a list. Check the nests
regularly, because many Lory parents
pluck their chicks. If this happens, you can
remove them for handrearing. Feeding
baby Lorys is not so difficult, especially if
they are two weeks old or older, and once
again we are here to help you if you need
advice.
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LOVEBIRD

Agapornis
pullaria.
By Henk de
Jonge,

I

n January 2010, I was offered a couple
of wild caught Agapornis pullaria. Before
purchasing the birds I quickly did some
research in Dirk van den Abeele’s book.
He states that of the wild caught pullaria’s
usually up to 95% die. This is according to
the experience of breeders/fanciers who
have wild caught, imported pullaria’s.
The South African importer had imported a
number of pullaria’s and, keeping in mind
what Dirk states in his book, I purchased
25 pairs. This is probably as many pairs as
there are in the whole of Europe at present.
We lost at least 20% in the first couple of
weeks, but now the birds have settled in
and we have not lost any more. A possible
reason for the fact that we did not loose
up to 95% of the birds is our South African
weather, which of course is much warmer
than the European climate, especially
during the winter. We do however have
cold spells now and then and also cold
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nights during our winter period. That is why
we keep the birds inside during the night as
they like to hang against the wire. As the
shipment brought in by the importers was
larger than the 25 pairs that I had bought
(maybe 50 pairs), a few pairs became
available when breeders who had bought
one or a couple of these pairs lost one or
more birds and decided to sell the rest. I
think they also may have realised that
these birds are not very easy to breed. We
bought some of these remaining birds and
at present we have 25 pairs once again as
well as a few spare females.
In February 2010 I went to visit family in
Holland and also had the opportunty to
visit Alfred Echten, one of the few pullaria
breeders in Europe. He has managed,
during the last couple of years, to breed a
number of pullaria’s from wild caught birds.
He informed me via e-mail recently that
he had again managed to breed 9 chicks
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this season and that two pairs were still in
their nests which could mean that the total
number of youngsters could be more for
this season. I also recently communicated
with Frans Mulder, a well-known dutch
breeder of lovebird mutations, and he
informed me that he had managed to buy
a small collection of pullarias, 3 pairs and a
few spare males.The birds were all unrung
so they were probably wild caught birds
that were imported before Europe stopped
the import of wild caught birds.
In the wild the agapornis pullaris breeds in
arborial termite nests, which of course is
difficult to simulate in an aviary or breeding
cage. To overcome this problem Alfred and
other European pullaria breeders use cork
blocks. The cork, being soft, is tunneled
into by the pullaria’s and at the end of the
tunnel they make a cup-shaped hollow to
breed in. During my visit to Alfred’s place
he showed me one of the nestboxes with

Crop Needle Kits

Order online at

Front view of the nest.
the cork blocks inside. Because cork blocks
are impossible to obtain in South Africa, I
have to use something else. I had thought
of using “Plaster of Paris” and mixing it with
woodshavings and course grass, which we
have in abundance in South Africa. I made
a sample but then a fellow bird breeder
told me that I should use the inside of a
“garingboomstomp”. This is the flowerstalk
of an Agave plant which can grow up to
6 metres long. The bottom part of this
flowerstalk is used by some breeders as
nesting material for woodpecker-type birds
like barbets, hornbills etc. The inside of this
stalk resembles cork but is perhaps a bit
softer. We have used this material in our
pullaria nestboxes, which are at least 40
centimetres long, to enable them to make
their tunnel. To help them I made a start
and also an inspection hole in the back to
enable me to ring the birds, if and when we
breed them. I know of two South African
breeders. One managed to get the pullarias
to lay eggs but never bred any chicks. He
then decided to sell his remaining pullarias.
The other breeder managed to breed with
his pullarias, but the youngsters died after
a certain age. I am therefore not aware of
any South African breeder that has bred
pullarias and kept the youngsters alive to
use for the next generation of aviary bred
pullarias.
Because the wild caught pullarias we have
are very wild, we decided not to breed
them in cages but rather in small colonies.
We keep 3 to 4 pairs in a small aviary,
some with access to an outside section
and others which are strictly indoor. Some
have paired off and one can see the pairs
sitting together. Some pairs have started to

work on their nestboxes. One can see the
sawdust on the bottom of the aviary.
We feed them mainly millet seeds, canary
seed, oats and some small sunflower seed.
We have tried sprouted sunflower seeds,
but they do not touch these sprouted
seeds. They are very fond of apples and
also oranges. We have planted six different
types of fig-trees as the pullarias are
reported to like figs as well.
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Recessive lutino and pied examples of this
bird existed in the seventies and eighties
but seem to have disappeared completely.
The lutinos were brilliant golden yellow
with scarlet faces, red in the tail, white flight
feathers and shoulders, pink feet and red
eyes and bills. ( Jim Hayward)
We hope to breed these lovebirds in the
near future. It has been a challenge for us
to get a number of potential breeding pairs.
We would like to share any information
regarding breeding, housing, feeding etc.
with breeders in Europe and breeders/
keepers in South Africa. We will keep you
updated on developments at our breeding
facility.
Henk de Jonge,
Ansoparrots
South-Africa.
You can find more information and
photographs on Alfred Echten’s website:
pullaria.info
Also Jim Hayward’s comments on
parrotmag.com/breeding/318-lovebird-redfaced-agapornis-pullaria.

In the wild the agapornis pullaris breeds
in arborial termite nests, which of course
is difficult to simulate in an aviary or
breeding cage.
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Parrots understanding body
language
By Pauline
James
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A Nanday conure - hanging upside down from his perch, showing he is contented, in a
good mood and happy.

T

he way that you react and respond
to your parrot will have an important
bearing on how your parrot reacts
to you. The rules that apply to training
or communicating with a dog or cat - will
not be gladly received by a parrot, so, it is
imperative that the psychology of a parrot
is understood implicitly.
Body language is a fascinating subject and
learning to read the signs and interpret
the vocalizations accurately, will give
you a deep sense of satisfaction - while
at the same time allowing you to form a
deeper bond with your parrot. Some body
language is more obvious than others,
but with experience and a little guidance,
you should be able to interpret even the

most subtle of expressions and postures
- allowing you to respond to your parrot
positively. Misunderstandings can cause
great upset and lasting damage.
Through body language, parrots convey
messages not only to other birds kept in
the household, but also to other animals and humans alike. It is a language that is
often stronger than the spoken word and
is intended to be understood by all. It is
just us humans - who are not so naturally
receptive to the complex mind, thoughts
and actions of a parrot and have to learn
through experience.
A huge diversity of emotions - from
happiness to fear - can be conveyed
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through your parrot’s eyes, wings, tail, beak
and crest (if he has one) and together with
his overall posture - and the vocalizations
he is making - can tell you explicitly what he
is feeling. Here I set out guidelines on how
to read your parrot precisely - and allow
you to always respond to him positively.

Positive body language:
Contentment

A happy and contented parrot, will first
and foremost, look relaxed, bright and
alert, but there are a number of other ways
that he may show this too. A parrot may
flamboyantly swing upside down from
the highest perch in the cage - to show
happiness - or he may sing, talk or whistle,
while perched on one foot. In a quieter
moment he may softly chatter or murmur
to himself in melodious tones, or quietly
engage in a therapeutic preening session.
Parrots that are encouraged to talk will
often show contentment by softly reciting
phrases to themselves - over and over
again. A cockatiel or cockatoo, in addition
will hold their crest back, with just the tip
tilted up, to show that they are relaxed
and contented, but if they become more
excitable - they will lift their crests.

1.

Even if a parrot is dozing he can still show
contentment, by nonchalantly grinding his
upper mandible sideways against his lower
beak. When a parrot is in this congenial
state, he will often alternate this calm and
pensive time, with engaging in short bursts
of activity. He will typically climb all over his
A young umbrella cockatoo in a relaxed state with his crest back, but with the end cage, clang his bell and perhaps charge up
tipped forward.
a ladder - before settling down once again.
This is the perfect time for a parrot to have
a couple of hours out of his cage and spend
quality time with his keeper. This timing
very often coincides with when the family
are all arriving home or just after it has got
dark outside.

Attracting attention:

When a parrot is pleased to see you - either
first thing in the morning or after returning
home during the day - he will often greet
you by rapidly moving his tail from side-toside excitedly and begin to chatter loudly.
A cockatiel or cockatoo will often click their
beaks just once as a greeting - or perhaps to
say ‘thank you’ for something. If they click
their beaks several times in succession this
is not a greeting - but a warning - and the
bird should be left alone.

A Mealy Amazon hanging upside down, asking to have his daily shower - that is his
special treat of the day!
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A parrot may also begin to lightly flutter his
wings too - when you are around him. This
is a much gentler motion than the normal
wing-beating, when he is exercising his

wing muscles. This action usually means
that the bird is asking for something. It
could be that he wishes to be petted or is
looking forward to being fed. Sometimes a
parrot will do this when asking for a special
food treat or some fresh cool water to drink
that he is used to at a certain time of the
day.
If a parrot is asking to be sprayed with water
he will often hang upside down from his
perch flapping his wings. He is anticipating
a lovely cool shower - which will wash away
any dryness or irritation he is feeling - and
thinking of the long and enjoyable preening
session which will ensue.
If a parrot wants company and wishes to
come out of his cage he will often show
this by running up and down his perch or
by climbing animatedly up the front of his
cage. Some birds will even rattle the cage
door when they want to be let out.
If you fail to respond to any of these spirited
requests, the parrot’s first reaction is often
to screech loudly, puff up its feathers around
its neck and flap its wings - in frustration. If
he still gets no response the parrot is likely
to get louder.
If the bird is out of his cage, but is trying
to gain your attention he may ‘click’ his
tongue against the inside of his beak or
bob his head back and forth in order for you
to take notice of him. A parrot may also
start displaying to you by spreading his tail
feathers and making animated movements,
and if he is a cockatoo or cockatiel - raise
his crest too. To enhance the bond between
you and your parrot, always concentrate
on your bird when he is putting on these
special shows and always respond to him
by showing your appreciation.

Showing affection:

There are many gestures that a parrot
will make to show affection - some more
pleasant than others! Trying to regurgitate
food into your mouth or ear - being one
of the least pleasant! This action though,
can often be anticipated and intercepted,
by lifting your hand to your ear or mouth
and encouraging the bird to regurgitate into
your half-closed hand instead.
Another way that your parrot will return
affection is by gently nibbling your fingers,
ears or your hair. He may also lick your
face with his tongue. Parrots particularly
love the taste of the salt on human skin and
are even able to identify their keeper - just
by the taste of his or her skin.
A parrot will enjoy grooming you - just
as he would a mate. He will do this by

Arthur Oven from south-east England spending quality time with two of his many parrots.
The Umbrella cockatoo is watching me take the photo, but the African grey is more intent
on grooming Arthur and nibbling the top of his ear!
pulling strands of your hair gently through
his beak. Bearing this in mind, hair-clips,
ear-rings, bracelets, necklaces, spectacles
and buttons should all be removed where
possible - when handling your parrot. In
the case of buttons, it is best to cover them
up in order to prevent them from being
swiftly bitten off one-by-one.
In the eyes of a parrot such objects are
foreign bodies or parasites - and he thinks
he is doing you a huge favour by getting
rid of them for you. So, for this reason it
is absolutely vital that a parrot is never
scolded for this behaviour - as you will
badly hurt his feelings in doing so.
When your parrot wants to receive
affection by being stroked or scratched
he will typically move towards you with
his head lowered, his neck arched and
his head feathers raised. If you do not
respond immediately, the parrot will often
persistently pursue you, until you do.
Some parrots only like to have their heads
stroked or scratched - while other birds
will let you stroke them anywhere on their
bodies. But, when a parrot allows you
to scratch the back of his head for the
first time, it should be taken as a huge
compliment - as this is a clear indication
that the bird trusts and feels a bond with
you. This is because, when scratching
your parrot’s head, your hand is out of

the parrot’s line of vision, and unless he is
completely comfortable with you, he would
feel the same unease as if a predator was
in his midst.
A parrot will show his pleasure at being
scratched or preened by simultaneously
contracting and expanding the pupils of his
eyes. Unlike humans, parrots can control
this eye movement - known as ‘pinning.’
He will also do this when very excitable and even when frightened or angry - so it
is important to note body posture too, to
enable you to read your bird accurately.
Parrots particularly enjoy you scratching
areas like the back of their heads that
they cannot reach themselves. During the
moulting season they really appreciate the
sheaths surrounding the base of each new
feather that emerges - being scratched
away.
Always remember to respond to your parrot
in a positive way whenever he is showing
you affection. Most birds hate to be
rebuffed and he will certainly interpret a lack
of response - as his ‘overtures of affection,’
being rejected. If this is allowed to happen
on too many occasions, it will undoubtedly
chip away at his confidence and begin to
damage the ‘special connection’ that you
are striving to achieve.

Wants to play:
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A young Galah cockatoo,
showing his affection towards
his keeper by licking her
fingers.

neck and his back. In this situation never
‘knock’ your parrot down or react to him in a
negative fashion. Allow him to calm down
naturally, and convey to him that if he’s
happy, you are too.

Negative body language

Sometimes negative postures or actions
are conveyed when an otherwise happy
parrot, becomes uneasy, frustrated, fearful
or unhappy in certain situations. More
worryingly, is when a parrot is conveying
these feelings constantly - due to a longterm problem.
With a little help and understanding,
it is possible for an owner to protect a
companion parrot against most things that
make him unhappy or nervous. Those
parrots that have a long-term psychological
problem need more time and lots of
understanding in order that they too may
be helped into becoming a happy and
relaxed companion.
A depressed and unhappy bird will be
hunched up on his perch and show little
interest in his surroundings or food. A
parrot that is bored will be sending out
many negative signs, and may become
destructive, noisy, angry or begin plucking
himself. More attention, more toys, more
quality time out of his cage and perhaps a
playmate - will help to make him happy and
contented.
A parrot that is unwell will appear fluffed up,
have his eyes half-closed and show little
interest in his food. He will also usually
be gripping the perch firmly with both feet,
rather than standing on one foot or the
other - as a fit and healthy parrot would do.
Male Amazon companion parrots, when
they come into breeding condition and their
hormone levels soar, can for a few days of
the year become extremely unpredictable
and difficult to handle - particularly those
species with yellow colouring on their
heads.

A Yellow-crowned Amazon lowering his head and raising his head feathers in order to
enjoy having the back of his head scratched by his owner.
A parrot that wants to play will often twist its
neck around - curling it from side to side - in
a teasing gesture. He may even nudge you
with his beak in order to gain your attention.
Parrots will not all enjoy the same toys.
Bells in particular are often either loved
or hated. My Patagonian conure became
very agitated when I placed a bright and
shiny new bell in his cage. He banged it
obsessively with his foot, until he became
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quite exhausted and angry - needless to
say I removed it.
Some parrots, love to show-off and
perform, and the more attention they get,
the more they love it. An extremely excited
and happy bird, apart from becoming
significantly more vocal, will signal his
joy by vibrating his body and raising the
feathers on his head, the nape of his
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At this time, these parrots often teeter
nervously on the edge of a ‘mini-nervous
breakdown.’ If, they are allowed to become
over excited at this time, it can be just
enough to tip them ‘over the edge,’ and
drive them into what is known as ‘Amazon
rage.’ Just the simple action of spraying
the parrot with tepid water for just that little
bit longer than normal, or showering him
for a second time in the same day could
serve to trigger a reaction.
Warning signs of this delicate mental state
beginning to take a hold, can be identified
by a parrot’s body language. Pinned eyes

Galah cockatoo with his
plumage plumped up
and his crest half-raised
showing he is relaxed
and contented.

Swifts are not particular about nestboxes
same
Galah
cockatoo
but it isThe
a good
idea
to supply
at least
thatone
hasto
become
alarmed
more than
give them
a choice.
- and is showing this by
holding his feathers tight to
his body, having his neck
out-stretched and his crest
held high.

are the first clue, rapidly leading to the
parrot prancing up and down his perch in a
fretful manner, with his feathers ruffled and
his tail flared.
Ideally, before he has reached this stage,
the Amazon should be confined to his cage
and left alone to calm down. Using a stick
for the bird to climb onto, often greatly aids
the speed at which a parrot can safely
be returned to his cage. If an Amazon is
handled at this time, he could quite easily
and unintentionally - end up attacking the
very person that he is closest too.
But, if an Amazon is left at liberty having reached ‘fever pitch’ - he will slip
into a trance-like consciousness and is
vulnerable to injurying himself, by falling
off his perch. If this happens, very often,
the shock of landing in an undignified heap
on the floor - is enough to jolt him back to
reality. Many an Amazon in this situation
has been known to shake itself down and
rather comically, chortle away to itself amused by its predicament.
These potential incidences only happen a
few times a year, but if they are understood
and suppressed they can be prevented
from happening. Most male parrots of
any species generally become more vocal
- when their hormone levels are running
high.
Although hen Amazons do not suffer
this characteristic, and would probably
make more predictable companion birds,
Amazons tend to produce many more male
offspring than females - both in captivity
and in the wild - so there tend to be more
male companion Amazon parrots, than
females.
Hen parrots, can also act differently when
their hormones are responding to the

breeding cycle. African Greys especially,
are inclined, to scratch about on the floor
of their cage and chew the newspaper
tray-lining. Some hens may even be seen
rubbing their abdomen and vent on the
floor, or try regurgitating food to its keeper
and even lay an egg or two.

Acts of bravado and real
aggression:

A parrot when put in a situation that they
are not sure of, for instance if a stranger,
or dog or cat approaches, he will often
‘posture’ or put on an act of bravado insinuating aggression, rather than actually
meaning it. He will do this by spreading his
wings wide, crouching low, while stretching
out his neck and lunging forward - opening
and closing his beak - as if in aggressive
mode. He will keep this stance all the time
the threat - or perceived threat - is still in
the vicinity. Some parrots accompany this
aggressive action with growling or hissing
- which can also indicate fear or a lack of
confidence.
But, if the person or pet reacts by backing
away, especially a large parrot or a macaw
can often be seen quietly chortling away
to themselves - in satisfaction, that their
actions saw off the offender. On the
other hand though, if a visitor continues to
confidently move towards him, the bird is
just as likely to fold his wings and shuffle
sheepishly to the other end of the stand showing that he’s not quite so brave after
all - and it was all an elaborate act.
A parrot that is uneasy or acting in a
subservient manner will lower his head
with his neck inclined. He will also lower
his wings to the side of his body, while
quivering slightly. A truly aggressive parrot
will make himself appear larger by fluffing
up his neck feathers and raise a foot in a
defensive gesture.

A frightened bird will back away - while a
spirited individual will move forward. Quite
often it is the smaller parrots that show the
most aggression, the larger Amazons and
macaws usually find that the merest hint of
aggression - is usually enough.

Embarrassment:

If a parrot is being closely scrutinized by
someone he is unfamiliar with, he may feel
uncomfortable or embarrassed, and will
show this by turning his back on the visitor
or by shuffling to the other end of the perch
he is standing on, shifting his body weight from one foot to the other or turning round
in a complete circle on the perch. Some
parrots may move to the bottom of the
cage in a bid to get away from the person
who is causing them the discomfort.

Anxious:

When your parrot is frightened and anxious,
his call will become more raucous - and in
the case of an African Grey - he will growl.
A parrot when afraid will often quiver and
draw all his feathers in close to his body
while stretching out his neck - making him
appear taller and slimmer. If the situation
deteriorates further, his body will be held
rigid, his eyes will become ‘pinned’ and his
tail feathers flared, while he weaves his
body from side-to-side.
A cockatiel or cockatoo will hold their crest
high when fearful, and if the situation
worsens he will hold his crest flat against
his head, while hissing or spitting. Again
the bird will posture himself by standing tall
and swaying from side to side.
When the moment passes, the stressedout parrot will relax by raising and shaking
his feathers, resuming his plump and fluffy
composure once more. Grey parrots in
particular are very susceptible to stress.
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A male of Eclectus eating quickly
little seeds so that he can
offer his female partner who is
attending the chicks in the nest.
Photo: M. Pérez/LPF

Ometepe,
‘island of hope’
for the Yellow-naped Amazon
Dr. David Waugh
Correspondent, Loro
Parque Fundación
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A pair of Yellow-naped Amazons.

F

rom the surface of Lake Nicaragua,
in the country of the same name,
two volcanoes rise up to form a
spectacular island called Ometepe. The two
volcanoes, known as Volcán Concepción
and Volcán Maderas, are joined by a low
isthmus, thus forming the island in the
shape of an hourglass. With its longest
axis of 31 km and an area of 276 km2,
Ometepe is not only the largest island in
Lake Nicaragua, but also one of the world’s
largest freshwater islands. If that wasn’t
enough, Volcán Concepción reaches an
altitude of 1,610 m, making Ometepe the
world’s highest lake island.
Such an inspiring place gives optimism
for the future of one of its inhabitants,
the endangered Yellow-naped Amazon
(Amazona auropalliata). Indeed, the
Loro Parque Fundación is supporting a
conservation project, dubbed the ‘island

of hope’, which is being carried out by
Fauna and Flora International (FFI) and a
local group of ornithologists called ‘Loreros
Observando y Conservando Ometepe’
(LOCO). The project is responding to the
rapid decline of the Yellow-naped Amazon
throughout most of its geographical
distribution from Mexico to Costa Rica, due
to the loss and degradation of its natural
habitats and unsustainable exploitation
for the wildlife trade. Although island
populations of wild species are often more
vulnerable to human-induced threats, in the
case of Ometepe there is a good chance
that its isolation can aid the successful
conservation of the amazons.

Order online on
www.avizandum.co.za or
call us on 031 763 4054

Yellow-naped Amazons are known to be
seed dispersers, and therefore important
to the health of the dry and moist tropical
forests in which they live. Regrettably,
this ecosystem value is sorely under-

Forested lowlands stretch towards Volcán Concepción.
www.avizandum.co.za
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appreciated and, despite that all capture
and trade in the Yellow-naped Amazon has
been illegal since 2013 In Nicaragua, these
parrots continue to be offered as pets in
the domestic market and are also trafficked
across the borders with neighbouring
countries. Such nest-poaching has also
been happening in Ometepe but, most
encouragingly, recent population surveys
on the island indicate that it supports at least
1,869 individuals, making this the largest
and most dense remaining population of
Yellow-naped Amazons anywhere.

Crater lake encircled by forest on Volcán Maderas.

Adult Yellow-naped Amazon at its nest entrance.

Chicks and egg in wild nest of Yellow-naped Amazon.
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It helps that Ometepe is designated as a
UNESCO Biosphere Reserve, the aim of
which is to promote a balanced relationship
between people and the natural world.
Threats to the island’s wildlife and forests
include increased demand for new farm land
and unsustainable tourism development.
Local community organisations are
being helped to tackle these threats
through targeted species conservation,
environmental education, improved land
stewardship,
environmentally
friendly
farming and eco-tourism.
Within this framework, surveys by the
field team of the Yellow-naped Amazon
project have identified four priority roosting
and nesting areas on the island for the
amazons, at Mérida, Peña Inculta, Tichana
and Pull, and have generated important
new data on the nesting ecology of this
island population, indicating that the
breeding season in the isthmus between
the two volcanos is starting much earlier
than elsewhere in the range of the species.
Monitoring in 2017/18 and 2018/19
confirmed that Ometepe has two nesting
seasons for the Yellow-naped Amazon,
being October-January in Pena Inculta
and January-April at all other sites on the
island. This unusual phasing of nesting
should encourage more research into the
behaviour and ecology of this population
on Ometepe. One result of monitoring the
nests is a georeferenced map of nesting
sites, leading to confirmation of the most
important nesting areas. A population
census of free flying parrots on Ometepe
in July-August 2018 resulted in 1,869
Yellow-naped Amazons, 2,562 Northern
Mealy Amazons (Amazona guatemalae)
and 1,402 individuals of other species of
Psittacidae.
During 2018, anti-poaching efforts were
focused on the protection of 52 nests in
the four priority areas, and hatchlings from
26 nests successfully fledged. Five nests
were illegally poached and the rest were
unsuccessful due to natural predation
or loss. In collaboration with the local
community, the project has protected over
100 hectares of forest in the Peña Inculta
(one third of its total area) from deforestation
and is protecting Yellow-naped Amazon

nests to prevent specimens from entering
the illegal market for this species.
During the census, a household survey
collected data on parrots in captivity and
the status of their health, highlighting the
communities across Ometepe where
this practice is prevalent. Surveys were
conducted in 688 households on Ometepe
(50% of households per community, across
nine communities). The findings showed
that 27% of households have at least
one parrot in captivity as a pet, and of the
species found to be in captivity, 44% were
Orange-chinned Parakeets (Brotogeris
jugularis) and 40% were Yellow-naped
Amazons. From questioning the owners,
the estimated age of these parrots is
between three and five years old, which
means that few chicks are in captivity.
This suggests that they have not been
extracted in recent years, which may be
due to LOCO’s successful presence in the
communities over the last four years. The
survey also discovered that allegedly many
poachers come to La Palma to extract eggs
and chicks from their nests and smuggle
them out of Ometepe Island, and this is an
issue to be investigated further.
People from 25 families engaged with
the project to promote conservation and
protection of the Yellow-naped Amazon,
and community-led patrols have been
accompanied by local authorities (Ministry
of Environment, National Police and
Naval Force) in five separate patrols to
assist in stopping the illegal trade of the
species. These patrols provided support
to the group by adding to the awareness
activities that have been carried out in the
Peña Inculta community and surrounding
communities. This also incentivised three
private owners to support the protection
of nests within their properties. Another
of the successes was the construction
of a small rescue centre to house chicks
that have presented problems when flying,
have been damaged or have some kind of
disease, with a view to their later release
to the wild following the correct health and
behaviour screening.
The project continues to raise awareness
amongst islanders for the need to conserve
Ometepe’s
parrots.
Environmental
education events held in schools and
communities at six localities were
attended by 320 young people. Local radio
broadcasts have been made about the
Yellow-naped Amazon, and Ometepe’s
first and highly colourful Parrot Festival
took place in September 2018, with the aim
of increasing awareness and community
support for conservation actions. The
project has also enabled the building
of local capacity for parrot monitoring,
protection and conservation leadership on
Ometepe, the ‘island of hope’.

LOCO team member lowers a chick from the nest to the ground.

Yellow-naped Amazon chick receiving its health check.

Local young people supporting the conservation of the Yellow-naped Amazon.
www.avizandum.co.za
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PARROTS
Pair of Rednecked Amazons
at ACTP’s
breeding centre

A first for South Africa

The successful breeding and raising of

San Blas Jays
By ACTP
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he San Blas Jay (Cyanocorax
sanblasianus) originates from the
west coast of Mexico. The town San
Blas in this region is where the jays name
is derived from. They can be found from
sea-level up to elevations of 1250 above
sea-level in dry woodland. The birds are
between 27 and 31cm long with the male
slightly larger than the female. Deep
blue upperparts, wings and tail feathers
combined with the pitch black head, neck
and under parts and the striking golden
yellow eye and yellowish legs makes for a
truly beautiful bird. There are three closely
related species with similar colouring,
varying only slightly in aspects such as leg
and eye colour as well as the colouration of
the juveniles. One of the characteristics all
jays share is the crest on the forehead. This
varies from species to species and can be
seen as a few rows of curled feathers on
the crown. This is in the form of a tufted
crest in juveniles.

T

The natural habitat of these birds can be
described as vegetation similar to that of
the bushveld. Various types of thorn trees
and scrub and different types of cacti which
resemble our large Euphorbia species
can be found in these areas. This is also
where one of the Frangipani and the Kapok
tree occurs naturally. The temperatures
in these areas are quite constant with the
minimum rarely 15°C and the maximum
are normally in the mid thirties. The annual
rainfall is about 880mm which is about the
same as Rustenburg. These areas get
quite dry in winter and food is normally
harder to find. The jays have adapted by
being omnivorous in habit. This enables
them to eat a wide variety of food and not
be dependent on one food source which
might not be available year round. They
are opportunistic feeders and will feed on
fruit, insects and even small invertebrates.
Being closely related to crows, they are
just as clever and can hide food for days
when the food might be scarce. Groups
of up to 30 can occupy extensive foraging
territories and each pair will have a small
breeding area to themselves. The pair
bond is quite strong and may be lifelong.
San Blas Jays are quite vocal and
continuously call to keep in touch with
their mate and they have a wide variety of
calls for different occasions. If one spends
time with them one can quickly learn the
difference between a warning call and just
their normal communication with each
other.
We currently have three adult pairs of San
Blas Jays; one pair raised two chicks the
previous season, another pair had two

Adult bird - showing normal crest and black beak.

Red-necked Amazon at ACTP

The pair bond is quite strong and may be lifelong. San Blas Jays are quite vocal and
continuously call to keep in touch with their mate and they have a wide variety of calls for
different occasions.

Fledgling. Chopped, day-old chicks are given as well as mealworms, giant mealworms,
crickets and pinkie mice are given as their meat portion.
www.avizandum.co.za
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Young bird with long crest and
light beak colour

Temperature
Controllers
failed attempts at breeding while the third
pair is a recent addition to our collection.
One pair is kept per aviary as they can be
aggressive in the breeding season. The
aviaries are 6m long, 3m wide and 2.5m
in height. In order to try and replicate their
natural habitat, the plants in these aviaries
are selected so that some will be evergreen
and others deciduous. Natural perches are
placed at various heights with the most
branched one being under cover. The front
of the aviary has a perch which is in full
sun for most of the day where the birds can
sit and warm themselves in winter. This is
also where we have a sprinkler on some
days where the birds will bath and clean
themselves. Lots of dead leaves gather
on the floor because of the deciduous
trees and shrubs. The birds regularly look
amongst the leaves for insects and will
also hide food here. Forks of branches are
also regularly used as hiding places for
foodstuffs.

Controls the
temperature of your
choice from 1°C up
to the accuracy of
0.1°C.
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The birds are fed on a mixture of fruit
consisting mostly of papaya, banana, carrot,
beetroot, and apple and when in season
guava, mulberry and mango is added.
Occasionally some broccoli or green beans
are also added to the mix. Chopped, dayold chicks are given as well as mealworms,
giant mealworms, crickets and pinkie mice
are given as their meat portion. Nutribird
T16 pellets and Orlux Tropical patee
are available at all times. Just before the
breeding season the birds are given a soft
food mixture made up of Aviplus egg food,
grated carrot, broccoli and egg to which
a multivitamin and calcium supplement is
added. A few sunflower seeds and halfcracked pecan nuts are given once a week
as a supplement to their daily diet. Both
are also a form of entertainment as these
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intelligent birds can get bored quite easily.
We noticed the birds started to collect
sticks of various sizes and with this the
construction of the nest began. The nest
was built at the joint of one of the natural
perches the corner of the aviary under the
fibreglass roof. We placed dry sticks in the
aviary every day and these were carefully
examined and taken to the nest. Only
about 50% of these sticks were to the pairs
liking and the rest ended up on the floor.
Both the male and female participated in
nest building. The nest started to take
shape and resembled a dove’s nest, only
much bulkier with a shallow cup shape.
One of the deciduous trees in the aviary, a
red syringa, has compound leaves similar
to that of a Jacaranda tree. When the nest
was almost complete the birds proceeded
to pick green shoots from this tree and
stripping the leaves. The thin pliable ‘sticks’
were used to line the nest. Afterwards the
female spent most of the day on the nest
and the male became more vocal when
you approached the aviary.
Upon nest inspection a few days later,
we noticed two eggs, beige in colour
with maroon-brown spots and blotches.
Incubation lasted roughly 18 days and
as we were not sure what the incubation
period should be, we started feeding extra
mealworms after a week. It was difficult to
see which of the two birds were incubating
as the nest was quite high and the perch
restricted full view of the bird. The male
only seemed to incubate when the female
left the nest to feed or drink. The female
could be clearly identified as the one with
the featherless patch on the belly. We are
not certain of the exact date of hatching as
the female only fed the chicks when no one
could be seen for the first few days. In this

period, most of the mealworms were taken
to the nest by the male who then passed it
to the female who raised her body slightly
to feed the chicks. As the chicks grew
bigger she half-squatted rather than sit on
the nest and left the nest more often. The
male also started feeding the chicks. When
the chicks were about 20 days old we had
a bad storm during the night. Early the next
morning we noticed one of the chicks on
the floor of the aviary. Since it was cool
and still raining we decided to take the
chick home and hand rear it from then on.
The chick had some feathers showing but
mostly only pins just emerging. It accepted
a wide variety of food which we offered
and did not need much prompting to get it
to beg/gape for food. A few days later the
other chick was also found on the aviary
floor. When we took this one home it made
alarm calls when you approached and
would not accept any food. In desperation
we decided to take the chick back to the
nest. We placed the chick in the nest and
placed a much branched perch at an angle
from the floor up to the perch on which the
nest was built to enable the chick to climb
back if it fell out again. Luckily the parents
fed it immediately after it was returned
and the next day we found the chick on
the floor again. This time it was hopping
along quite happily and the parents kept
feeding it. It clambered through the shrubs
and we realised that it was time for them to
leave the nest and that we might have over
reacted with the first chick. From then, the
chick only returned to roost in the nest and
it started to explore the aviary hopping from
place to place. It later started to fly from
perch to perch and took food by itself, but
never missed the opportunity when one of
the parents offered food. It looked like the
parents wanted to start nest building and
we decided to remove the chick and place
it with its sibling in the aviary with the two
young white-throated magpie jays. After a
few weeks we noticed that the two larger
birds were starting to peck at the tows of
the two San Blas Jays and we moved them
to a separate aviary. The two young birds
were surgically sexed and both turned out
to be females. At 6 months their beaks
have started colouring and are now bonecoloured with a black tip. The eyes are a
light brown colour, not yet yellow.

Young bird with long crest and light beak colour

The birds are fed on a mixture of fruit consisting mostly of papaya, banana, carrot,
beetroot, and apple and when in season guava, mulberry and mango is added.
Occasionally some broccoli or green beans are also added to the mix.

Front view of young bird

At the time of writing we have managed to
source an extra male bird which is now in
an aviary with the two young females. This
is in order to get them to accept him and
to see which one of the two will bond with
the male even though they are only said to
reach maturity at three years old.
www.avizandum.co.za
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LOVEBIRD

The pale
fallow taranta
By Dirk Van den
Abeele

“It goes without saying that once the
news about the pale fallow taranta
spread across Europe more than one
interested buyer came forward. The offer
of some people was quite extensive but
for the time being none will be sold.
Wilhelm and Erika first want to record
the mutation and after that they will see
what happens.”
38
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M

any people will be surprised
the first time they hear of this
mutation among the Agapornis
taranta, and justly so, as far as we know
this mutation can only be found with
one breeder in Germany. The Agapornis
taranta is not so widespread among the
amateurs and that a breeder is fortunate to
come across this mutation is special in its
own right, but for the mutation to occur in a
species which is hard to breed such as the
A. taranta makes it all the more special.

Agapornis taranta

In English, fanciers talk of the Abyssinian
lovebird, in French of psittacule à masque
rouge, in German of Tarantapapagei or
Taranta Unzertrennlicher and in Dutch of
Abessijnse agapornis or bergpapegaai.
The bird was given its Latin name by Sir
Henry Stanley.
A. taranta was discovered in Northeast
Africa in 1814. The A. taranta originated in
mid and eastern Ethiopia and in southern
Eritrea. Stanley named the species after
a mountain pass in Ethiopia. Taranta’s
are mountain birds that live at heights of
between 1300 and 2000 meters. Because
they are acclimatised to high altitudes
the birds are well able to cope with low
night-time temperatures. Due to tightened
import restrictions applying to rare animals,
Taranta’s are no longer imported from the
wild. Animals bred in captivity though are
readily available.
At 16,5 centimetres A. taranta is the largest
member of the lovebirds family. The cock
has a typical red brow and red rings
around the eyes. The large flight feathers
are black and the wing edges from the
bend in the wing are blue/black. The covert
is black, a characteristic found in all three
of the sexually dimorphic group. The tail
bears a black ring at the rearmost edge.
The beak is red, the iris brown and the toes
and feet are dark grey. The remainder of
the body is green. The hen lacks the red
brow and the blue/black wing edges. The
undersides of the wings are green/grey,
but she is otherwise identical to the cock.
In the wild, Taranta’s live in small groups
resting at night in tree hollows. In the
breeding season the hen makes a shallow
bowl-like bed of twigs, branches and
leaf. This nesting material is collected
and transported by the hen in her body
plumage, a method of transport typical of
the sexually dimorphic group and for A.
roseicollis. What is unique is that the hen
sheds part of her breast and belly plumage
shortly before laying her eggs, possibly
plucking them out herself, to use them as
a lining in the nest hollow. This behaviour
is absent in all other lovebirds. The hen will
then lay an egg every other day totalling

Agaporni taranta. A. taranta was discovered in Northeast Africa in 1814. The A. taranta
originated in mid and eastern Ethiopia and in southern Eritrea. Stanley named the
species after a mountain pass in Ethiopia.

Pale Fallow. The Agapornis taranta is not so widespread among the amateurs and that
a breeder is fortunate to come across this mutation is special in its own right.
www.avizandum.co.za
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Agapornis taranta. In the wild, Taranta’s live in small groups resting at night in tree hollows. In the breeding season the hen makes a
shallow bowl-like bed of twigs, branches and leaf.
between three and six eggs. The first eggs
hatch after a brooding period of about 25
days. The hatchlings are covered with
white down which changes to grey and
then green, as they get older. The young
leave the nest after fifty days. In the wild,
they mostly eat grass seeds, berries and
fruit. They also like ripe figs.
Because Taranta’s are still quite expensive,
I would advise against buying them until
they are about nine months old and their
colour has fully developed. This way you
will not run the risk of buying two cocks
or that they will die during the first moult.
The taranta is the only Agapornid species
that takes two years to become sexually
mature. There is therefore no reason to
rush into buying but, when you do, pay
special attention to the shape and colour
of the nails. Specimens that are not up to
standard are definitely not a suitable basis
upon which to build your stock.
A few mutations of the Agapornis taranta
are known to date: the bronze fallow
which can be found with a breeder in the
Netherlands and another in Austria. The
misty which is regularly observed in the
Netherlands and Belgium. The dark factor
as a result of which we have in addition
to green also D green and DD green
birds, and finally the pale fallow. There are
currently only two specimens in the world.

Pale fallow

Pale fallow is an autosomal eumelanin
mutation which is present among a
number of bird species. In the lovebirds
for instance we notice that the eye colour
of the pale fallow is practically completely
red. During our research in MUTAVI we
determined that the pale fallow locus (pf-
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locus) affects the melanosome (pigment
grains) matrix which strongly influences
the eye pigmentation. Contrary to the
bronze fallow which has burgundy eyes,
this mutation has clear red eyes which
appear to be transparent. This is caused
by the fact that in the pale fallow’s eyes
no visible eumelanin can be found in the
choroid and the anterior border layer.
Nevertheless the bird does not appear to
be bothered by the light.
For the taranta these pale fallows have
a highly bleached plumage. The male’s
colour is dark yellow and he still has the
black flight feathers, wing curves and
tail spots. Because in this mutation the
psittacine or the sexual dimorphism is not
affected the red brow band is retained.
The hen’s colour is practically completely
dark yellow. The dark tail spots are also
retained.
Just like in the other parakeet species
which frequently have the pale fallow
mutation, these mutations are relatively
weak. Regular inbreeding of the pure wild
type is a necessity and it is especially
warranted to use split birds.

Pale fallow taranta

Wilhelm and Erika Schoon live in a
German town and have been breeding
tarantas since 1974. In those days
tarantas were not easy to find and their
‘collection’ was limited to a single pair. A
few years later in 1978, Wilhelm managed
to acquire a few extra pairs of tarantas
through the bird park Walsrode. At that
time he was also breeding other species
such as neophemas, and he could trade
a few Neophema birds for two pairs of
tarantas. Those birds originated in the wild
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and therefore their age was not known. Yet
with a lot of patience he managed to breed
a few young. Later on Wilhelm and Erika
purchased eight other tarantas in Germany
and the Netherlands. This enabled them to
create their own blood line step by step.
And then it happened: on April 24th 1999 a
young was born with bright red eyes. The
chick was weak and the parents ignored
it. Erika, who was also passionate about
birds, took care of this bird and reared
it by hand. Of course there was a lot of
speculation whether this was a lutino
or another mutation. In the end it was
discovered that the young, a hen, was not a
lutino but a ‘dirty’ yellow bird with red eyes.
Various bird lovers came by and each had
his own theory. Some even proposed to
give it a separate specific name.
Through an acquaintance she was
referred to BVA and MUTAVI, it was soon
suggested that this was more than likely a
pale fallow. Unfortunately fate intervened
and the bird died after a year and a half
without producing offspring. For a moment
if was feared that the mutation would be
lost, but the miracle happened again and
on March 6th 2005 a new pale fallow
young was born out of the same pair.
This young, a male this time, was again
reared by hand. The fact that this time it
was a male confirmed the theory that we
were dealing with an autosomal recessive
mutation and that this had to be a pale
fallow. (If out of two wild type birds a male
with a different colour is born, then the
mutation is definitely autosomal recessive.
If it is an SL mutation – a mutation on the
sex chromosome – then out of two wild
types only hens with a different colour can

be born). Luckily this young stayed alive
and currently he is paired with a hen from
a different blood line. The purpose is of
course to breed split birds.
In January 2007, also out of the original
breeding pair, another young pale fallow
was born. This time another hen. Just like
she did for the other birds Erika again took
care of the young. Some breeders advised
them against hand rearing, because they
fear that these young will loose their primal
instinct and will therefore in turn become
bad parents. Everyone is entitled to their
own opinion, but the fact is: if Erika did
not do this then the young would probably
not live longer than a few days and this
mutation could not occur in the tarantas.
It goes without saying that this was a long
term project. Currently their collection
consists of 2 pale fallows and probably a
number of chance split birds. All hope now
lies with the young male to breed a few
split birds. But they have time and enjoy
their birds each day.
It goes without saying that once the news
about the pale fallow taranta spread
across Europe more than one interested
buyer came forward. The offer of some
people was quite extensive but for the time
being none will be sold. Wilhelm and Erika
first want to record the mutation and after
that they will see what happens.

Some basic breeding examples:

(Pale fallow is passed on autosomal
recessive, so both cocks and hens may
be split. Cocks are listed first in pairings,
although the formulas can be reversed
with autosomal recessive mutants, and
the breeding results would still remain the
same.)

Agapornis taranta. At 6½ inches (16,5 centimetres) A. taranta is the largest member of
the lovebirds family. The cock has a typical red brow and red rings around the eyes.

Pale fallow green x green=
100% green/pale fallow

50% D green/pale fallow

Green/pale fallow x green/pale fallow
25% green
50% green/pale fallow
25% pale fallow green

D green/pale fallow x pale fallow green=
25% green/pale fallow
25% pale fallow green
25% D green/pale fallow
25% pale fallow D green

Green/pale fallow x green=
50% green
50% green/pale fallow
Green/pale fallow x pale fallow green
50% green/pale fallow
50% pale fallow green
Pale fallow green x pale fallow green=
100% pale fallow

Combinations with dark factors
Pale fallow green x D green=
50% green/pale fallow

D green/pale fallow x pale fallow DD
green=
25% D green/pale fallow
25% pale fallow D green
25% DD green/pale fallow
25% pale fallow DD green

D green/pale fallow x D green/pale fallow=
6.25 % green
12.5% green/pale fallow
6.25% pale fallow green
12.5% D green
25% D green/pale fallow
12.5% pale fallow D green
6.25% DD green
12.5% DD green/pale fallow
6.25% pale fallow DD green
Pale fallow D green x pale fallow D green=
25% pale fallow green
50% pale fallow D green
25% pale fallow DD green

D green/pale fallow x DD green/pale
fallow=
12.5% D green
25% D green/pale fallow
12.5% pale fallow D green
12.5% DD green
25% DD green/pale fallow
12.5% pale fallow DD green
Pale fallow green x pale fallow DD green=
100% pale fallow D green
Dirk Van den abeele
MUTAVI, Research & Advice Group
www.mutavi.info
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NEWS

Will globally threatened
parrots have a lousy
future?
“What about the issue of conservation actions
causing the extinction of some species of lice?
During the captive-breeding and release programme
to save the California Condor (Gymnogyps
californianus) the louse Colpocephalum californici,
which was specific to this ‘Critically Endangered’
host, went extinct probably as a result of veterinary
delousing routines (Rózsa and Vas, 2015).”

Philippine cockatoo preening its tail
feathers. B. deLaender
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Dr. David Waugh
Correspondent,
Loro Parque
Fundación

W

ill globally threatened parrots
have a lousy future? The question
implies that parrots might continue
to suffer from major threats such as habitat
destruction and nest poaching, although
the Loro Parque Fundación (LPF) and
other conservation organisations are
working hard to improve the prospects of
these threatened species. However, the
question is posed in a different context.
Will globally threatened parrots still have
lice? The different context arises because
it appears that the extinction of some
species of lice has been induced by the
methods used for the conservation of the
threatened hosts which they previously
parasitized (Rózsa and Vas, 2015).
Should we worry about this? Parasites
give most people the creeps, primarily
because the thought of what they do
is disquieting. If they are seen (most
parasites try to remain out of sight), their
appearance generates disgust; there
are no cute-looking parasites. Seen from
this perspective, lice (insects of the order
Phthiraptera) seem almost benevolent.
Other major groups with ectoparasitic (on
the outside of the body) forms include the
other insect orders of fleas (Siphonaptera),
true bugs (Hemiptera), and flies (Diptera),
as well as four families of leeches and
many families of mites and ticks (Acari).
It seems almost perverse to mention the
fungi and bacteria that can decompose
feathers.
These ectoparasites are potent agents of
selection on birds, with negative effects
on clutch size, growth and survival of
nestlings, parental behaviour, natal
dispersal, future breeding success and
host’s survival. For example louse-flies (fly
family Hippoboscidae), which are obligate
parasites that feed only on blood, move
easily from one host individual to another
making them an effective vector for bloodborne pathogens like avian malaria. Botflies (fly family Oestridae) enter the nests
to lay their eggs, and the hatched larvae
burrow into the skin of nestlings, causing
severe debilitation. In LPF projects in the
Neotropical region, notably for the Cuban
Parakeet (Psittacara euops) and Red-tailed
Amazon (Amazona brasiliensis), Philornis
botflies are a definite problem. Vampire
bugs are members of the Hemipteran
family Reduviidae, which usually share
shelter with nesting vertebrates from
which they suck blood. They are especially
prevalent in the New World, where several
species of parrots are recorded as being

A feather louse. R. Morris.

Using a pin to remove a botfly larva from the skin of a Cuban Parakeet nestling. M.
Cañizares

Really creepy vampire bugs, family of those that transmit Chagas’ disease. H.
Hernandez
www.avizandum.co.za
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A female Turquoise Parrot (Neophema pulchella) showing
sunning behaviour. The Pheasantasiam

parasitized.
Given the challenge, it is not surprising
that wild birds have evolved a wide variety
of defences for controlling ectoparasites,
thoroughly reviewed by Clayton et. al.
(2010) and some of which are mentioned
here. The simplest is that birds can shed
parasites if they are attached to feathers
which are moulted. During self-preening
or allopreening, the beak of the bird can
physically dislodge parasites, and will also
spread uropygial oil from the preen gland
throughout the plumage to reduce parasite
load. Scratching with the feet can also
function to dislodge parasites, and water
and dust bathing are both suggested to
control parasite level, the latter having an
abrasive and possibly suffocating effect
as fine dirt or sand is ruffled through the
plumage. Sunning is thought to control
ectoparasites, either by killing them
directly or by increasing their vulnerability
to preening as they try to escape from the
heat. Some birds anoint themselves with
scent-laden materials, the most recorded
example being “anting” behaviour, during
which birds crush and smear ants on their
feathers (active anting), or allow ants
to crawl through the plumage (passive
anting). The birds exclusively use ants
that secrete formic acid, or other pungent
fluids, suggesting that anting may kill or
deter ectoparasites.
There are kinds of nest maintenance
behaviour that may deter ectoparasites,
such as territoriality and nesting in smaller
colonies, avoidance of using nests where
ectoparasites are present, sanitation of
nests used before by removing old nest
material, fumigation of nests by adding
aromatic vegetation and, if all else fails,
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Get very close to a Philippine cockatoo and you might see these
Psittoecus hoogstraali. Chicago Field Museum

nest desertion in cases where offspring
may be doomed.
With reference to the potential harm from
ectoparasites, the correct application of
health protocols for parrots and other
birds in captivity means that the natural
defences for controlling the parasites,
even though the birds might still apply
them, are largely unnecessary. Rózsa and
Vas (2015) concede that the preservation
of parasite species that pose considerable
medical or veterinary threats would not be
widely accepted. On the other hand, they
give several reasons why conservationists
should care about threatened parasites.
The parasites constitute a large proportion
of global biodiversity. Furthermore, they
exert selective pressures to increase
host diversity, and therefore harbouring
a unique parasitic fauna can increase
the conservation value of the host.
Finally, parasites carry phylogenetic and
population genetic information about the
evolutionary past of their hosts.
Rózsa and Vas (2015) present a global
list of six co-extinct and 40 (possibly
41) critically co-endangered parasitic
lice species, based on published data
on their host-specificity and their hosts’
conservation status as Extinct, Extinct
in the Wild, or Critically Endangered
according to the IUCN Red List of
Threatened Species. They have not listed
lice specific to Endangered or Vulnerable
hosts because of the reduced threat of
conservation-induced extinction in their
case. Additionally, they recognize two to
four species that went extinct as a result
of conservation efforts to save their hosts.
Information about the conservation status
of parasitic taxa is scarce, as these numbers
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show in comparison to the 3,910 valid
species and subspecies listed in the world
checklist of chewing lice (Phthiraptera:
suborder Mallophaga) (Price et. al., 2003).
Within this large number there is a range of
host specificity. Price et. al. (2003) include
27 host orders of birds in the chewing
lice checklist, and the Psittaciformes are
included, with 183 parrot host species,
188 louse taxa on the hosts, 372 lousehost associations and a ratio of louse-host
associations to louse taxa equal to 2, the
same as the ratio averaged over the 27
bird orders. By contrast, with a ratio of
5.4, lice on waterfowl (Anseriformes) have
much less host specificity, whereas the
ratio of 1 for the ratites (Ostriches, Rheas,
Cassowaries) and Trogons indicates high
host specificity.
In the list of Rózsa and Vas (2015), the
louse species Psittacobrosus bechsteini
went extinct at least by the year 1864, when
the last confirmed specimen of its only
host, the Cuban Red Macaw (Ara tricolor),
was shot near Zapata Swamp. In the same
list there are critically co-endangered lice
in two projects which the LPF is supporting
for the conservation of their only known
Critically Endangered hosts. The louse
species Neopsittaconirmus capreolus is
found on the Yellow-crested cockatoo
(Cacatua sulphurea), while no less than
three louse species,
Neopsittaconirmus emersoni, Franciscoloa
thompsoni and Psittoecus hoogstraali
occur on the Philippine cockatoo (Cacatua
haematuropygia). Interestingly, in its
evaluation of factors affecting the Philippine
Cockatoo and Yellow-crested Cockatoo,
leading to their listing as endangered
under the Endangered Species Act, the

“Hey, where’s my louse?” Outraged Californian Condor. Scott Flaherty, USFWS

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service concluded
that the wild population of neither species
is negatively impacted by disease, and
found no indication that lice and mites
significantly affect the Philippine Cockatoo
(Fish and Wildlife Service 2014).
What about the issue of conservation
actions causing the extinction of some
species of lice? During the captivebreeding and release programme to
save the California Condor (Gymnogyps
californianus) the louse Colpocephalum
californici, which was specific to this
‘Critically Endangered’ host, went extinct
probably as a result of veterinary delousing
routines (Rózsa and Vas, 2015). In 1987
the last of the six wild individuals was
captured to join a captive-breeding and
release programme involving 27 birds.
Breeding in the wild resumed in 2002, and

the total wild population is currently 231
individuals (BirdLife International, 2019).
Thus it appears that the California Condor
is able to survive without its louse, which
suggests that critically endangered species
of parrots could also survive in a louse-less
condition. However, if lice exert selective
pressures to increase host diversity, then
only time will tell, and meanwhile it might
be prudent for wild parrots to stay lousy.
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32-days-old chick of Ara chloroptera.
Photo: R. Zamora/LPF

Breeding of
Macaws at

Loro Parque Fundación
Rafael Zamora
Padrón
Scientific Director
of Loro Parque
Fundación
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Young birds of the previous breeding season reared by parents and by hand.
Photo: L. Tomiska/LPF

M

ost species start their breeding
season at the beginning of the
year. This is the case of the
Ara group, which include the macaws
that usually start a little later, laying their
eggs about June or July. This stage
has started this time even earlier. Many
couples have begun incubation since April.
Species like the red and green macaw

(Ara chloropterus) already had offspring.
Most of the eggs are fertile. In order to
help the parents to raise more effectively
a minimum of two chicks, we moved some
newborns to the hand-rearing station. This
option always increases the possibilities of
a good development. Especially now, when
the team of the curator Marcia Weinzettl
is achieving a similar breeding success

A masked lapwing (Vanellus miles).
Photo: M. Pérez / LPF
www.avizandum.co.za
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Nowadays there are contests, where the artificial feathers that save macaws, are the great protagonists thanks to Loro Parque
Fundación.
Photo: Aves Bolivianas / LPF
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in hand and parent rearing. Proof of her
experience with the handling of American
parrots’ species is the vigorous specimens
and how early they become independent.
The offspring of the blue-throated macaws
is also hatching. At the same time, the
“Macheteros Dance” is taken place in Beni,
Bolivia, where this active species is native
to and where the famous “macheteros” are
using now headdress of artificial feathers
instead of natural ones as in the past.
The national NGO “Aves Bolivianas”
together with Loro Parque Fundación are
leading a major cultural campaign in the
native range of the species in Bolivia,
sensitizing locals to get engaged in a large
scale conservation project of the parrots
through traditions. Right now it is the chiefs
of the indigenous groups themselves who
instruct their disciples in the creation of
headdresses with alternative plumages. An
initiative that they learned many years ago
when Loro Parque Fundación supported
awareness-raising actions to protect this
endangered macaw.
This is a clear example of a successful exsitu and in-situ conservation combination.
The bird reserve in controlling environment
guarantees also the continuity of the wild
reserve in case of possible hazards in
nature. At the same time, a large amount of
data related to the species is obtained. On
the other hand, conservation, dissemination
and education actions are carried out in
the home region. The sum of it all, is what
saves the species from extinction.
Inside Loro Parque, life arises as well. The
huge aviary “Katandra Treetops” is home
to a multitude of Australasian parrots.
Among them, other species are also in
breeding stage. This is the case of the
masked lapwing (Vanellus miles), which is
taking care of their small offspring that runs
in all directions followed by its protective
parents. The interaction of the loris with this
species is certainly interesting since they
make a constant and very striking defence
of the territory. It is easy to see the masked
lapwings unfolding their wings and tail, to
keep safe their nest, which is located on
the ground, needing camouflage for their
offspring to thrive. Visitors can see them
now growing vigorously.
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Codes used in our classiﬁed adverts
s/s = surgically sexed
c/b = closed banded/rung
m/c = micro chipped
h/r = hand raised
DNA/s = DNA sexed
1-0 = one male
0-1 = one female
2-2 = two pairs
0-1-5 = no males, one female, five unsexed
Adverts are placed subject to the following conditions:
1. Advertisers must give their full name and address which need not necessarily be published
2. We cannot accept responsibility for errors received by telephone or faxes that are not perfectly legible
3. We accept no responsibilty for goods or services advertised and we reserve the right to refuse to place advertisements
4. No responsibilty will be taken for ommission of advertisements, for any errors in advertisements or results due to such errors
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BUDGIES & COCKATIELS
For sale/Te koop: 1-0 Breeding male White
faced Silver (C/B, P/R); 0-2 White Faced Silver
& Normal (C/B, P/R, for the 3 birds) R1800.00.
Traveling boxes and travel cost by plane is on
buyers cost from O.R Thambo airport. Please
contact Johann Herbst 0609257414 or Andre
0824546288 (Johannesburg).
For sale/Te koop: Baby Budgies R120.00 each;
fisher lovebirds R200.00 each; Young Budgies
eating by themselves R60.00 each. Please
contact 0792171873 /0769801924.
For sale/Te koop: I have different coloured
budgies. About 60 of them at R30.00 each. I can
send you pictures if needed. Contact Neil on
0797936797 / samhayward41@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 1-1 brpr of grey (male) and
pearl (female) Cockatiels R600.00. Please
contact Stella 0723439866. (Durban)
For sale/Te koop: 2-1-2 Cinnamon Pearl
Witgesig Koketiele R100.00 elk of R400.00
vir al 5. Contact Philip Swart on 0835097224 /
philip105@mweb.co.za

COCKATOOS
For sale/Te koop: Beautiful pair Galahs (2018,
c/b, parent reared and unrelated) R9000.00.
(WHATSAPP for photos) Western Cape. Call
Beni 076 158 0309.
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Wanted/Gesoek: 0-1 Moluccan mature female;
0-1 Umbrella Cockatoo mature female; 0-1
Citroen Mature Cockatoo female; graham
0825512086.
For sale/Te koop: 1-0 Prolific Breeding male
Lesser Sulphur crested (C/B H/R) R7500.00; 1-0
Breeding male Medium Sulpher crested (2005,
C/B, H/R) R7500.00 (Female died of heart
attack when cleaner cleaned the aviary); 1-0
Ducorp (2017, C/B, H/R) R3000.00; 1-0 Durcorp
(2019, C/B, H/R one feeding a day) R3000.00.
Wanted: 0-1 Major Michelle (2014 – 2016, C/B)
Traveling boxes and travel cost by plane is on
buyers cost from O.R Thambo airport. Please
contact Johann Herbst 0609257414 or Andre
0824546288 (Johannesburg).
1-0 Palm Cockatoo (3yr old) R60 000.00.
CONTACT Elaine 0823377702
For sale/Te koop: 1-0 Galah (2018, s/s and rung)
Aviary bred but semi tame easy to work with (not
wild) in excellent condition. All toes, feathers and
everything else in place. For sale or swap for a
tamed unsexed Galah R4800.00. Durban, kzn.
0845072692.
For sale/Te koop: 1-1 Galah (7 years) R14
500.00. Jan Pretorius 079 9113 368.

on 0844681000 / johnsonccfam@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 1-0 Mature Triton cockatoo
(h/r, semi tame) R9000.00. Contact Shaun on
0826706053 / shaunyk@yahoo.com

CONURES
For sale/Te koop: Green-check Conures: 1-1
Brpr Turquoise Opaline/cinnamon x Violet
Turquoise Opaline (C/B P/R) R4000.00; 1-1 2017
Violet Turquoise Opaline x Turquoise Opaline
Cinnamon (C/B P/R) R3800.00; 2-0 2017
Turquoise Opaline (C/B) R250.00 ea. Maroonbellied Conures: 1-0 Normal/Possible Fallow
(2015, Breeding males, C/B, P/R) R1800.00 ea.
Traveling boxes and travel cost by plane is on
buyers cost from O.R Thambo airport. Please
contact Johann Herbst 0609257414 or Andre
0824546288 (Johannesburg).
For sale/Te koop: 0-1 blue crowned Conure.
Contact Gerhard on 0748295805 / gerhard_
debruyn@yahoo.com
For sale/Te koop: 5-4 sun Conures R800 each.
Durban. Contact Marshall on 0612919833 /
cchetty222@gmail.com

For sale/Te koop: 0-1 Breeding Moluccan
Cockatoo R20 000.00. Contact Wayne on
0832993079 / tswconstruction@ymail.com

For sale/Te koop: 1-0 Volwasse Patagonian In
mooi kondisie. Swartruggens. Contact Gina
Kelly on 0826936558 / imogenakelly@gmail.
com

For sale/Te koop: 0-1 Citron cockatoo (p/r,
m/c,2017) R8000.00. Contact Corinne Johnson

For sale/Te koop: 0-0-3 Queen of Bavaria

www.avizandum.co.za

Young birds (just weaning) R17000.00 each
or R48000.00 for all three. CONTACT Elaine
0823377702 Durban

For sale/Te koop: 3 pairs of young Cubans
R400.00 per pair. Contact Chad on 0836262388
/ chad@nashuawrd.co.za

For sale/Te koop: 2 sun Conures (In excellent
health and condition) R1500. 00 each Collection
in springs. IMO 082 796 3333.

For sale/Te koop: Laughing doves for sale
R20.00 each. Contact Lourens on 0827454798 /
lourens.vanstaden184@gmail.com (Roodeplaat
area, Pretoria).

For sale/Te koop: 1-1 sun Conures sexed
R3700.00 for both; Budgies baby (hand reared)
R120.00 each; Fisher lovebird handreared baby
R250 each. Contact 0792171873 /0769801924.

For sale/Te koop: 3 Pairs pied tambourine
breeding stock doves. Contact Hermanus on
0824477535 / manus.nieman@gmail.com

For sale/Te koop: Crimson belly Conures (2017
pair, unrelated, sexed and rung, all toes and
feather condition 100%) R6000.00 for the pair,
please Phone 0718982121, Durban.

For sale/Te koop: 0-0-60 Bengalese Finches
(2018-19) R30.00 ea. Willy 082 372 2655
/
willy@birdfarm.co.za
www.birdfarm.co.za
(Lephalale, Limpopo).

For sale/Te koop: 3-3 Sun conures (2017)
R4000.00 per pair; Jandaya Conures; 0-1 Red
male yellow R4000.00. Contact Hannes on 072
380 8558 / hannesvanmerwe@gmail.com

Wanted/Gesoek: 0-2 red factor kanaries. Contact
Gideon on 0832073163 / vanzylgerber1@gmail.
com

For sale/Te koop: 2018 - 2-2 Rainbow Conures
R1200.00 per pair. Excluding transport. Pretoria.
Contact Petrus Grundlingh on 0834484463 /
grundlinghpeet@gmail.com

For sale/Te koop: Bird Aviaries for sale R3000.00
negotiable, to be collected. There are a total of 6
aviaries. Contact Carol Sparks on 083 299 2435
/ carol.sparkls@dalagency.com

For sale/Te koop: 0-1 Sun Conure (breeding,
4yrs old) Male got out. R1500.00 pickup in
Durban. Call 0845072692 Send SMS if no
answer.

Wanted/Gesoek: Looking for Pin Tailed Parrot
Finches. Contact Roak Crew on 0836271954 /
roak@telkomsa.net

For sale/Te koop: 0-1 Brown Throated Conure;
1-0 Leucotis Conure. Contact Esbc on
0766526435 / esbcjnb@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 1-1 Hoffmans Conures (Fully
flighted, Mature) R3000.00; 1-1 Black Cap
Conures (Fully flighted, Mature) R3000.00;
1-1 Mitred Conures (4yrs old, Fully flighted)
R3000.00. Contact Esbc on 076652635 /
esbcjnb@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: Green cheek Mature. 1-1
Opaline (Yellow sided)/cinnamon x Pineapple
(s/s, c/b); 1-1 Turquoise opaline (s/s, c/b 2018);
0-0-2 Pineapple (c/b). Can deliver to Polokwane
or Pretoria. Chris 0829228505.
For sale/Te koop: 5-4-2 Sun Conures (s/s, c/b,
four 1 year olds, five 7 mnths old and two 4 week
olds). R1000.00 each. Phoenix Durban. Contact
claudette on 0612919833 / claudettechetty4@
mail.com

DOVES, FINCHES & SOFTBILLS
Wanted/Gesoek:
1-0
Silvery
Cheeked
Hornbill; 0-1 Channel Billed Toucan. Graham
0825512086.

For sale/Te koop: 0-0-2 Indian Hill Myna’s (2019
Babies, not sexed) Absolutely Beautiful Birds
and Rare in SA. R7500.00 each, excl Box and
transport. Can transport anywhere in SA from
East London. Contact KARL on 0836276286 /
unipack@yebo.co.za

GAMEBIRDS, PHEASANTS & WATERFOWL
Wanted/Gesoek: 0-2 Reeves Pheasants; 0-2
Silver pheasants. Graham 0825512086.
Wanted/Gesoek: 0-1 Pelican White Mature
Female; 1-0 Black Swan mature male; 0-1 Mute
Swan young female. Graham 0825512086.
For sale/Te koop: 2-2 West African Crowned
Cranes R32000.00 p/p. Graham 0825512086

LIKE us
on Facebook

Wanted/Gesoek: Red Golden Pheasants; Lady
Amherst Pheasants. Based in Durban, KZN. 083
472 7095 / dccotterell@gmail.com.
For sale/Te koop: 3-3 brpr falcated duck
R5500.00 p/p; 0-1 puna teal R1000.00 ea.
Contact Eliphas on 0798936383 / eliphas@
easyhatch.co.za

For sale/Te koop: 1-1 Vol rooibors zebra paar
R400.00; 0-3 rooi zebra wyfies R200.00 elk; 1-1
Aust. Kuifduiwe (verwant) R400.00 elk; 1-1-3
Brilliant siliver diamant duif saam vir R300.00;
1-1 Isabella zebra paar R100.00; 1-0 Oranje
wang swart bors zebra man R50.00. Almal
R2000.00. Contact Franco on 0738659250 /
venterfranco7@gmail.com

For sale/Te koop: Indian Ringneck pheasants
R750.00 p/p; Golden pheasants R950.00 p/p;
Yellow Golden pheasants
R1, 200.00 p/p;
Melanistic pheasants R950.00 p/p; Mandarin
Ducks
R650.00 p/p; Carolina Ducks R650.00
p/p; Red-Crested Pochard Ducks R750.00 p/p;
Marbled Teal Ducks R650.00 p/p; Marbled Teal
Ducks – females R350.00 each. Jan Pretorius
079 9113 368.

Wanted/Gesoek: 1-0 Rufous tailed weaver
cock; 2-0 buffalo weaver cocks. Will pay cash,
anywhere in SA. Contact Gerhard De Bruyn on
0748295805 / gerhard_debruyn@yahoo.com

For sale/Te koop: Silver Carolinas (2018 birds)
R3500.00 p/p. Contact Devin on 0713523200 /
devin.vdb1@gmail.com

www.avizandum.co.za
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For sale/Te koop: 3-3 Hawaiian Geese R4500.00
pair; 0-0-12 Crested Guinea Fowl R24000.00
for the flock. (enquiries welcome for individual
birds). Contact Rod Robson on 082 905 7434 /
karen.robson7@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 1-0 Whooper Swan (3 years)
R14000.00; 1-0 Black Neck Swan (2 years)
R7500.00; 5-5 Call ducks R200.00 p/p. Contact
Liebrecht Louw on 0825504777 / lieblouw@
mweb.co.za

Manufacturers of Stainless Steel
Avian Identification Rings for Parrots
* Solid (seamless) top grade, stainless steel rings
* Non-corrosive, indestructable, everlasting
*Narrow width with inside and outside edges
smoothed by machine
*No chaffing of leg or callous formation as seen with
inferior rings
*Neat deeply stamped, black, personalised initials
and numbering with optional year date
*Hand polished, professional finish
*Sizes from 5 to 16 mm ID
*Recommended by respected aviculturists
*Friendly service with speedy National
and International postal or courier dispatch
“By far the best rings I have seen in SA.
Every serious breeder should be using them.”
William Horsﬁeld
Amazona Endangered Parrot Breeding Facility

LILLIAN DAVIS
Tel (031) 768 1111 / Fax (031) 768 1754
e-mail: Ltbird@eastcoast.co.za

For sale/Te koop: 4-4 African Pygmy Geese
R12000.00 per pair. (Heidelberg Gauteng).
Contact Corrie on 0823769203 / 0828251451 /
versterc@yahoo.com
For sale/Te koop: 4-4 Mandarin ducks R600.00
p/p; 2-0 Mandarin ducks R150.00 each.
Contact: Tuintrommel Kwekery (018) 6321008
(Lichtenburg, North west).
For sale/Te koop: 0-2 black necked swan [adult]
R7000.00 each; 1-1 black swan adult R4500.00;
1-0 mute swan adult R4000.00. Wanted/Gesoek:
1-0 magellan goose; 1-1 paradise shelduck.
Contact willem van de kamp on 0832045654 /
willemvdkamp@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 0-5 black swans (8 months,
muted) R2 000.00 each. Contact Dick Venter
on 082 872 1623 / lmbpower@mweb.zo.za
(Joubertina - Eastern Cape)
Wanted/Gesoek: 1-2 trio of Rhea. Contact Derek
on 0782426737 / grosedn@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 2-2 pairs Golden Pheasant
mature R1500.00 p/p; 0-1 female Golden
Pheasant young R500.00; 2-0 male Lady
Amherst mature R400.00 each; 1-1 pair Kenyan
Crested Guinea Fowl mature R3000.00 p/p;
2-1 pairs Californian Quails mature R500.00
p/p; 6-6 pairs Mexican Speckled Quail R500.00
p/p. Contact Mike Ross on 0790153343 /
mikerosssa@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 3-3 Hawaiian Geese R4500.00
p/p; 0-0-12 Crested Guinea Fowl R24 000.00 for
the flock. Will sell individual birds. Contact Rod
Robson on 082 905 7434 / karen.robson7@
gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 4-4 African Pygmy Geese
R12000.00 per pair. Contact Corrie on
0823769203 / versterc@yahoo.com
Wanted/Gesoek: 0-2 Lady Amherst Hens; 1-1
pair of Grey Jungle Fowl. Contact Mike Ross on
0790153343 / mikerosssa@gmail.com
Wanted/Gesoek: African pygmy geese. Contact
Joeleen on +27744897727 / joe.botha.ai@
gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 4-4 Bob white quals (Mexican
speckled) pairs R400.00 p/p. Contact Adele jv
Rensburg on 0723803232 / adelejvr75.ajvr@
gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 3-3 breeding falcated duck,
R5500.00 p/p; 1-1 black swan (2018) R3900.00
p/p; 3-3 ring teal (2018) R650.00 p/p. Contact
Eliphas Makombe on 0798936383 / eliphas@
rugare.co.za
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LOVEBIRDS
For sale/Te koop: 2-0 2016 Nyassa Green/dilute/
poss blue (C/B P/R) R250 ea; 1-1 Brpr Fisher
Decino x Blue-Decino (C/B P/R) R400.00; 1-0
Mature Nyassa Violetgreen/blue (C/B P/R)
R200.00; 0-1 Breeding Nyassa female Blue Pied
(C/B P/R) R200.00; 1-0 breeding male Nyassa
Dilute/Blue (C/B P/R) R300.00; 0-0-1 Mature
Fisher Violetgreen/Blue (C/B P/R) R70.00.
Traveling boxes and travel cost by plane is on
buyers cost from O.R Thambo airport. Please
contact Johann Herbst 0609257414 or Andre
0824546288 (Johannesburg).
For sale/Te koop: Lovebirds (Hand reared, super
tame and interactive). Please Whatsapp 079
5268989.
For sale/Te koop: Blou masker lovebirds R130.00
elk. Contact Willem Britz on 0837681291 /
willem.elna3@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 40 assorted lovebirds R100.00.
Contact between 9am and 5pm. Contact Aboobaker on 014 543 2180 / haffejeeahmed@
yahoo.com

INDIAN RINGNECKS
For sale/Te koop: 2017 1-0 Dark Blue/Opaline
(C/B P/R) R2200.00; 1-0 Dark Blue Turquoise/
Opaline (C/B P/R) R2300.00; 0-1 Turquoise/
Clearheaded-fallow (C/B P/R) R1000.00; 1-0
Blue Breeding male (C/B P/R) R250.00; 1-0
Violet Turquoise (C/B P/R) R1300.00; 1-1 Brpr
Violet ADM Pied x Dark Blue Opaline/ ADM
Pied (C/B, P/R) R7500.00; 1-1 Brpr Dark Blue
ADM Pied/Opaline x Dark Blue Opaline/ ADM
Pied (C/B, P/R) R8000.00; 1-1 Brpr Dark Blue
Turquoise/Opaline x Opaline/Blue (C/B, P/R)
R4000.00; 2018 0-1 Violet Turquoise Opaline/
Poss Clearheaded-fallow (C/B, P/R) R4000.00;
0-1 Turquoise Opaline/ Poss Clearheadedfallow (C/B, P/R) R2500.00; Traveling boxes
and travel cost by plane is on buyers cost from
O.R Thambo airport. Please contact Johann
Herbst 0609257414 or Andre 0824546288
(Johannesburg).
Wanted/Gesoek: Ringnecks - 1-0 blue Opaline;
0-1 violet blue chf; 1-0 cobalt turq clear tale;
1-1 Plumheads. Contact Janus de Klerk on
0795004994 / janusdeklerk@icloud.com
For sale/Te koop: 1-0 brown Chinese goose
R250.00. MULDERSDRIFT area. Transport
and payment to be organised by buyer, no time
wasters please. Contact me on 0767276464
(Adriaan de Jong)
For sale/Te koop: 1-1 yellow head cinnamon &
rainbow; 0-0-1 rainbow R2500.00 Lot. Whatsapp
0847962807 (kzn).
Wanted/Gesoek: 1-0 YHYT Preferably (2015/16);
1-0 Grey CT Preferably (2015/16). Contact Esbc
on 0766526435 / esbcjnb@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 1-1 Indian Ringneck Voilet
pied and the other cobalt pied R2000.00. Bought

as a breeding pair but it hasn’t worked for me. W
du Toit 067 066 5865.

Prys: R43 000.00 p/p. Skakel Frik of Philna by
0845800150 en 0613166599 Lindley Vrystaat.

For sale/Te koop: 0-0-2 albino R1200.00 ea;
0-0-1 cinnamon R800.00 or make an offer for
all. Delivery nationwide at buyers cost. Contact
Marcus on 0814820037 / mdfaure1977@gmail.
com

For sale/Te koop: 1-2 2 B&G macaws (3 yr old)
R10000.00 each or R19000.00 p/p; 0-0-2 H/R
B&G babies still being fed.R8000.00 each; 1-1
2yr Greenwing Macaws R55000.00 pr; 2-2 Blue
throated Macaws 3-6yr old R55000 p/p; 0-1 Blue
throated 1 yr old R22500. CONTACT Elaine
0823377702

LORIES & LORIKEETS
For sale/Te koop: URGENT SALE - owners
immigrating. 1-0 Swainsons (2014 c/b) very
tame, loves human company R2500.00; 0-1 2009
Quaker parrot (green), tame but prefers women
R500.00. Prefer both to go together if possible.
Birds are in the Garden Route, Western Cape.
Contact Margaret on 0798919173 margaret@
illumin-essence.co.za

MACAWS
For sale/Te koop: 2 Illiger Macaws (h/r, 4 month,
tamed and entertaining, same hatch). R2500.00
each. Pretoria. Contact Johan de Winnaar on
0727111710 / jjcdewinnaar@gmail.com
Wanted/Gesoek: dringend op soek na ‘n Military
Macaw Wyfie (vanaf 6 jaar oud of ouer). Kontak
my +264842432645.
For sale/Te koop: Blue & Gold Macaws (h/r, c/b,
12 weeks) R8500.00 each. Contact Zani Gouws
on 0825890847 / info@bullfrogsnest.co.za
For sale/Te koop: 1-1 brpr B&G Macaws (10
years) R35 000.00 pair; 0-1 brpr Eclectus
(red sided) (1 year) R5000.00; 2-2 brpr Blue
Fronted Amazons (10 years) R15 000.00 per
pair; 2-0 Blue Fronted Amazons (3 years)
R7500.00 each; 4-4 brpr African Greys (3 years)
R5000.00 per pair. All Adults and Ringed and
All in Excellent Condition. Situated in Stanger
(KZN) PASA Registered Parrot Breeder Contact
Zaheer Ellahi on 082 648 3866 / zaheerellahi@
rocketmail.com.
For sale/Te koop: 1-0 Blue & Gold (one feeding a
day, 2018, C/B, H/R) R8500.00. Traveling boxes
and travel cost by plane is on buyers cost from
O.R Thambo airport. Please contact Johann
Herbst 0609257414 or Andre 0824546288
(Johannesburg).
Wanted/Gesoek: 1-0 Scarlet macaw. Contact
Hannes on 0796117688 / hannesbooysen1@
gmail.com.
Wanted/Gesoek: Looking for ANY Macaw
(preferably handreared) in the Pretoria area.
Please whatsapp or email me. Not for breeding
purposes. Decent price please. Contact
Sebastian Cichon on 0825874064 / sabster89@
gmail.com
Algehele uitverkoping van Macaw boerdery. For
sale/ Te koop - 3 genuine Broei pare Blou en
Goud macaws te koop. Fotos van Kuikens van
hierdie seisoen Is beskikbaar. Broei rekkords
beskikbaar. Al 3 pare in ‘n uitstekende toestand
en Beproef. Staak boerdery om gesondheid
redes. Pare kan afsonderlik verkoop word.

Wanted/Gesoek: 1-0 Greenwing Macaw;
1-0 Buffon Macaw. Tussen 4 en 5 jaar oud.
Contact Cornelius Claassen on 0834085156 /
corneliusclaassen@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 1-1 brpr B&G Macaws; 0-1
brpr Eclectus (red sided); 2-2 brpr Blue Fronted
Amazons; 2-0 Blue Fronted Amazons (3 years);
4-4 brpr African Greys. All Adults and Ringed and
All in Excellent Condition. Situated in Stanger
(KZN) PASA Registered Parrot Breeder Contact
Zaheer Ellahi on 082 648 3866 / zaheerellahi@
rocketmail.com.
For sale/Te koop: Macaws 1-1 Greenwing
Macaws (4 years) R65 000.00; 0-1 Greenwing
Macaw (5 years) R35 000.00; 0-2 Greenwing
Macaw (2 years) R25 000.00 each; 1-1 Illigers
(4 years) R7 000.00. Jan Pretorius 0799113368.
For sale/Te koop: Blue and Gold Macaw (12
weeks old, Very tame, A very loving baby).
Comes with cage, food bowls R15000.00 Still
on formula feeds. 0672139765 whatsapp. (Cape
Town)
For sale/Te koop: 1-0 Blue and Gold (9 years
old, Dr Grey Certificate) R18 000.00. Contact
Abrie van der Merwe on 0823144762 /
abrievandermerwe@ymail.com
For sale/Te koop: 1-1 MATURE BRPR BLUE
AND GOLD MACAW (10 YEARS, UNRELATED
PAIR, EXCELLENT CONDITION), EXCELLENT
PAIR, GOOD INVESTMENT FOR MACAW
LOVERS R45 000.00 FOR PAIR. CONTACT
ZAHEER ON 082 648 3866 SITUATED IN KZN
(STANGER).
For sale/Te koop: 0-0-11 blue and gold macaws
(7 months old, hand raised, ringed) R8500.00
each. Contact Martin belo on 0823495527 /
martinbelo@live.co.za
For sale/Te koop: 0-0-2 Blue & Gold Macaws (1
Feed per day) R9000.00 each. Contact Andre on
0826533496 / andb@absamail.co.za
For sale/Te koop: 1-0 Hanns Macaw (2017)
R2000.00. Durban. Contact Hamza on
0835875574 / hpar2330@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 1-1 brpr blue and gold macaws
R30000.00 for the pair, pictures avaliable on
request, please no time wasters! Contact me on
0767276464 (Adriaan de Jong) or 0825526071
(Johan Osmers) transport to be organised by
buyer.
For sale/Te koop: 0-0-2 Blue & Gold Macaws (10
weeks, 1 Feed) R9000.00 each neg. Contact
Andre on 0826533496 / andb@absamail.co.za
For sale/Te koop: 1-1 Severe Macaws (Nest

AVIAN VET DIRECTORY
GAUTENG (JOHANNESBURG)
Dr. S. Le Goff (Edenvale)............011 0197600
Dr. P. Yenketsamy (Bryanston).....011 706 1381
Dr P. Stapelberg (Radiokop)...... 011 475 8680
Dr C. de Kramer (K/dorp) ........ 011 660 3110
GAUTENG (PRETORIA)
Dr D. Elliot (Onderstepoort) ..... 012 529 8105
Dr. S. Steyn (Onderstepoort)......012 529 8105
Dr D. Greyling (Centurion) ....... 082 778 8417
MPUMALANGA
Dr Q. Otto (Nelspruit)............. 013 790 0850
NORTH WEST
Dr A. Smit (Ottosdal) .............. 018 571 0337
KWAZULU NATAL
Dr T. Kaldenberg (Kloof) .......... 031 764 0588
Dr. Odendaal (Kloof)............... 031 764 0588
Dr. K. Easson (Dbn North)........ 031 563 6565/6
Dr. Oliver Tatham (pmb)...........033 342 4698
EASTERN CAPE
Dr P. Wood (East London) ........ 043 735 1456
WESTERN CAPE
Dr R. Nischk (Parow) .............. 021 558 1625
Dr Joubert (Blaauberg) ........... 021 557 6197
Dr A. Coetzee (Yzerfontein) ..... 078 417 4477
Dr D. de Beer (Paarl) .............. 021 875 5063
Dr T. Dicks (Fish Hoek) ............ 021 785 4482
Dr M. Barron (Diep River) ........ 021 712 5103
Dr F. Goedhals (Strand) ........... 021 854 7037
Dr. B. van Huysteen (Panorama). 012 930 6632
Dr. F. Graaff (Mossel Bay)..........044 695 1086
FREE STATE
Dr Marshall (Welkom) ............. 057 392 2971
LIMPOPO
Dr. K. Coetzee (Phalaborwa)......015 781 7894
Dr. G.J. Scheepers (Phalaborwa).015 781 0653
Dr B K Kellerman .......... 015-781 6899 / 7519
This is a free directory offered by Avizandum.
If you know of any avian vets that should be
listed here, or if any of this information is
incorrect, please email us on
adverts@dennisonpublishing.co.za
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active, very bonded, fully flighted) R8500.00.
Contact Esbc on 0766526435 / esbcjnb@gmail.
com

72 York Street, George

For sale/Te koop: baby blue & gold macaw
(handreared) with or without large parrot
cage. Tame and very friendly. Completely
domesticated. Contact Shaune Frost on
0832961819 / shaunefrost@gmail.com

PHARMACY
tel 044 874 3188
fax 044 873 5216
STOCKISTS OF AVI-PRODUCTS,
FEEDS & SUPPLEMENTS
AND MEDICINE FOR BIRDS

Bird Drinking
Nipples

For sale/Te koop: 0-0-8 blue and gold Macaws
(around 6 months old, hand raised) R8500.00
each not neg only serious buyers. I’m in Nelspruit.
Area can fly birds at buyers cost to closest
airport. Contact Martin belo on 0823495527 /
martinbelo@live.co.za
For sale/Te koop: 2-2 volwasse Greenwing
macaws (micro chipped en vet checked, baie
goed ontwikkeld) R65000.00 p/p; 5-5 Volwasse
blou en goud macaws (vet checked) R38000.00
per pr. Contact Gawie on 0828521678 /
gpgroen@monsanto.com
For sale/Te koop: 0-0-8 young yellow and gold
Macaws (Hand raised) R9000.00 each I’m in
Nelspruit. Contact Martin belo on 0823495527 /
martinbelo@live.co.za

ORDER
ONLINE
NOW

For sale/Te koop: 0-0-2 Beautiful Blue & Gold
Macaws (9 Weeks old, 2 Feeds per day). Contact
Andre on 0826533496 / andb@absamail.co.za
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For sale/Te koop: 1-1 bonded pair Greenwing
macaws (7 years old) R60 000.00. Tel Hassan
0835558362 / Hassenessack@gmail.com.
For sale/Te koop: 0-0-1 Blue and Gold Macaw
(5 months, eating on it’s own). Boksburg - East
Rand. Contact Mohamed on 0844446147 /
mohamedg@absa.co.za
For sale/Te koop: 1-1 Blue and gold macaw pair
(3 year old) R25000.00. Call 0824416511.
For sale/Te koop: Blue and gold macaw. (5
months, hand reared) R8000.00. Contact
Mohamed on 0844446147 / mohamedg@absa.
co.za

Like us on Facebook...................................25,47,50
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For sale/Te koop: RETIREMENT / RELOCATION
SALE: 1-0 Red Lored Amazon (2008, c/b, m/c.
DNA sexed, has bred) R3500.00; 1-1 Lesser
White Fronted Amazon (2008, DNA/s, have laid)
R3200.00 pair; 0-1 blue/grey ringneck R500.00;
33 cockatiels, various colours/ages, many good
breeders R200.00 each. Collection only with
own transport boxes. Michele 076 279 4924
(Amanzimtoti).
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For sale/Te koop: 0-2 Rubino hens (2017 and
2018) R2000.00 each; 2-0 Opaline split Lutino
males (2018) R1200.00 each. Whatsapp for
photos 0761580309.
For sale/Te koop: Rosellas for sale: 1-1 golden
mantle male X cinnamon Opaline female.
R1500.00 for the pair. Pics available on request.

www.avizandum.co.za

Please whatsapp 0725706363.
For sale/Te koop: Splendid parakeets 2-2 grey/
green R4000.00 per pair; 1-1 Aqua male and
cinnamon grey/green hen R3500.00. To collect
in Durban. Contact Ismail on 0716765518 /
ismailsuffla@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 1-1 Pennanant Rosella red (s/s, c/b, 2018, birds in perfect condition)
R5000.00. Contact Andre de Villiers on 082
7818 295 / andre.rheenendal@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: Quakers: 1-1 Blue/Opaline/
Cinnamon x Blue Opaline (2017, P/R, not rung)
R2500.00; 1-1 Blue/Opaline/Cinnamon x Blue
Opaline (2018, P/R, not rung) R2500.00; 1-1
Brpr Aqua Cinnamon x 2016 Blue Opaline (C/B,
P/R) R2500.00; 1-1 Brpr Blue Opaline x Blue
Cinnamon (C/B, P/R) R2500.00; Celestials: 1-1
Green/dilute x Dilute (2016, mature, C/B, P/R)
R400.00; 1-1 Blue x Blue (2016, mature, C/B,
P/R) R400.00; 1-0 Dark Blue (2015 breeding
male C/B P/R) R250.00; Lineolated parakeets:
1-1 Brpr 2016 Olive Green/Turq x Dark Turq (C/B
P/R) R500.00; Stanley Rosella: 0-1 Misty/Blue
(2015, C/B P/R) R3500.00; 0-1 Opaline (2015,
C/B, P/R) R4000.00; Rockpebblers: 1-1 2015
Dilute x Normal/Dilute (C/B, P/R) R25 000.00.
Traveling boxes and travel cost by plane is on
buyers cost from O.R Thambo airport. Please
contact Johann Herbst 0609257414 or Andre
0824546288 (Johannesburg).
Wanted/Gesoek: 1-1 White-eared Parakeet
(Pyrrhura leucotis). Contact Pranil on
0824172338 / Pranilr@vodamail.co.za
For sale/Te koop: 5-5 dilute Turquoisine
R1000.00 p/p; 2-2 Rosa Bourkes R1000.00
p/p; 1-1 Rosa Bourkes spilt fallow / rubino
R1500.00 p/p; 1-1 dilute Opaline Turquoisine
R2500.00 p/p; 0-1 cinn Opaline Turquoisine
R7500.00 ea. Contact HENK on 0727335442 /
birdsnaberman@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: Rosellas from R750.00 each.
Sanjay 0783278189 Chatsworth.
For sale/Te koop: 1-0 Yellow male Kakeriki
R600.00; 1-1 Blue paid Celestials R400.00; 1-0
Yellow male Celestial R200.00; 1-1 Yellow male
Red Rump with Cinnamon female R500.00.
Contact Des 078 101 9830.
For sale/Te koop: Red rumps, young male
and female R100.00 each. Roodeplaat area,
Pretoria. Contact Lourens on 0827454798 /
lourensvanstaden184@gmail.com
Wanted/Gesoek: 2-2 Princess of Wales
parakeets Willing to pay for freight to Durban.
Contact Ismail on 071675518 / ismailsuffla@
gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: Turquoise Red Fronted
Kakarikis Pairs and loose birds available. Contact
Maria on 0842511947 / mesquitads777@gmail.
com
Wanted/Gesoek: Turquoisines Looking for: 1
pair of normal Turquoisines; 1 pair of normal
Splendid Parakeets. Preferably Johannesburg
area. Contact Dave Grant on 0609890040 /
davegrantuk@gmail.com
Wanted/Gesoek: 1-1 normal Turquoisine
parakeets Preferably in Johannesburg area.

Contact David Grant on / davegrantuk@gmail.
com

and cute). Contact Silvia on 0716725404 /
silviabjvr@gmail.com

PARROTS

For sale/Te koop: 12-12 mature breeding African
Greys R10 000.00 a pair; 4-4 mature breeding
sun conquer R4500.00 a pair; 4-4 mature
breeding African Grey Timneh R8000.00 a
pair; 1-1 2017 blue Sided Macaw breeding pair
R5000.00; 1-1 2017 Hans Macaw breeding pair
R5000.00; 3-3 Solomon Electus parrots mature
breeding Pairs R9000.00 each; 2-2 white headed
Pionus breeding Pairs R3500.00 per pair; 1-1
yellow female Ringnecks green male R2000.00
for pair; 1-1 red Sided Electus R12000.00 for
breeding pair; 1-1-8 grass parakeet R3000.00
for all; 1-1 red throated conquer breeding pair
R5500.00. Only serious buyers please. I don’t
negotiate on my prices. I’m from the Nelspruit
area. breeding cages also available. Contact
number 0823495527 Martin. Please what’s up
for photos or further information

For sale/Te koop: 1-1 D/Y Oratrix Amazons
(2018, c/b, dna sexed, related) R16500.00 p/p;
1-1 D/Y Oratrix Amazons (2018, c/b, dna sexed,
unrelated) R17000.00 p/p. All birds from Cites
registered parents. Contact Ken Chiocchetti on
0796936908 / ken@coastlandsales.co.za
For sale/Te koop: 4-2 Double Yellow Headed
(2018
babies)
R9000.00
ea.
Graham
0825512086.
For sale/Te koop: Baby African greys for hand
rearing for resale. Based in Durban. Contact
Vinesh on 0837891845 / vinesh01@telkomsa.
net
For sale/Te koop: 1-0 Male Electus parrot (On
1 feed a day, very tame) R4500.00. Contact
Vinesh on 0837891845 / vinesh01@telkomsa.
net
For sale/Te koop: 1-1 yellow nape amazons
(auropalliata) (c/b, s/s, p/r, 2017) R17 000.00;
1-1 green cheek amazons (c/b, s/s, p/r, 2017)
R8000.00. Prices are not negotiable and
excludes travel cost and box if interested kindly
contact 0725327696 sumeshini naidoo.
For sale/Te koop: 1-1 brpr B&G Macaws (10
years) R35 000.00 pair; 0-1 brpr Eclectus
(red sided) (1 year) R5000.00; 2-2 brpr Blue
Fronted Amazons (10 years) R15 000.00 per
pair; 2-0 Blue Fronted Amazons (3 years)
R7500.00 each; 4-4 brpr African Greys (3 years)
R5000.00 per pair. All Adults and Ringed and
All in Excellent Condition Situated in Stanger
(KZN) PASA Registered Parrot Breeder. Contact
Zaheer Ellahi on 082 648 3866 / zaheerellahi@
rocketmail.com.
For sale/Te koop: 0-0-1 Red Tail African Grey
baby (2 Feeds per day, Beautiful) R3000.00.
Contact Andre on 0826533496 / andb@
absamail.co.za
1-0 Double Yellow headed Amazon (2017, C/B,
H/R) R10 000.00; 1-0 Mature Blue Fronted
Amazon (C/B) R3500.00. Traveling boxes and
travel cost by plane is on buyers cost from
O.R Thambo airport. Please contact Johann
Herbst 0609257414 or Andre 0824546288
(Johannesburg).
For sale/Te koop: 2-2 Blue Fronted Amazons
(2015 males, 2017 females) R7 500.00 p/p;
2-0 Blue Fronted Amazons (2015 and 2017) R3
000.00 ea. Contact Steven on 0828228578 /
candicem@mnlaw.co.za
Wanted/Gesoek: 2-2 White belly caiques; 2-2
Black belly Caiques; 2-0 Scarlet macaw. Contact
Eliphas on 0798936383 / eliphas@easyhatch.
co.za
For sale/Te koop: 1-0 Vosmaeri Eclectus male
baby (4 weeks old, green, 4 feeds per day)
Parents on view. R2500.00 Price will go up as
the baby grows up. Calls only 0845072692 Pickup (Durban, kzn).
For sale/Te koop: Red tail African grey baby
(Hand reared, 3 times a day feeding, very tame

For sale/Te koop: 1-1 Adult PAIR Red Tail
AFRICAN GREY (s/s, c/b, Excellent Condition)
R6000.00 a pair. CONTACT ZAHEER ON 082
648 3866 SITUATED IN KZN (STANGER)
For sale/Te koop: Electus pair’s. Contact Sandra
on 0643110652 / Sandrakisten@yahoo.com
For sale/Te koop: 1-1 Blue fronted Amazon pair
(2017) R8500.00. Contact Hannes on 072 380
8558 / hannesvanmerwe@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 2 black head caiques (young,
2018, just weaned, both rung not sexed)
R3500.00 each. Contact viv on whatsapp On
0834170858 (south coast kzn).
For sale/Te koop: Swivel Feeders - Triple Bowl
R340 (bowls incl) Double Bowl R260 (bowls incl)
Order Today!! Can also deliver in bulk. North
West,Gauteng. Contact Janine Addison on
0818735414 / janineaddison93@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 1-1 pair mature Timney African
Greys two unsexed mature Timneys. Healthy
birds. Urgent sale. Bargain price of R4000.00 for
all. Contact Herman van Rooyen on 0832350994
/ hermanvr1950@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 3-3 brpr African Greys need
space R7 000.00 per pair or closest offer for all In
one Sale Urgent to go. Contact Johny myburgh
on 076 436 1306 / hjmtech52@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 1-1 BREEDING PAIR WHITE
HEADED PIONUS R2500.00; 5 1 YEAR AND 2
YEAR OLD CHICKS R1000.00 EACH. RHONA
0741398508
For sale/Te koop: Congo African grey adults
Ages ranging from 3 to 12 years old. Pictures
can be arranged if required. Contact Neil on
0797936797 / samhayward41@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 0-1 Vosmarie Eclectus (baby,
4 weeks old, red, 4 feeds per day). Parents
on view. R2500.00 Price will go up as the
baby grows up. Calls only 0845072692 Pickup
Durban, kzn.
For sale/Te koop: 0-0-1 Baby African Grey (h/r,
3 feeds a day, 3 months old) R2300 Non Neg.
Very healthy and happy baby ready for its New
Forever Home. Contact Junain on 0606855980 /
Junain.Jassiem@capetown.gov.za

For sale/Te koop: 1-1 brpr African grey (in
excellent condition, they come with a big cage
and a breeding cage) R7 500.00. Contact Gerda
coombes on 082 787 4347 / gerda.coombes@
gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 1-0 B/Fronted Amazon (2018,
c/b, dna sexed, colourful bird) R3500.00 each;
1-1 Brpr Yellow winged B/Fronted amazons
(c/b) R15000.00 pr; 2-2 Oratrix D/Yellow
headed amazons (c/b, dna sexed) R18000.00
pr; 1-0 mature Blue Cheeked Amazon (s/s,
recently vet checked) R4000.00 each. Contact
Ken Chiocchetti on 0796936908 / ken@
coastlandsales.co.za
For sale/Te koop: 2-0 Blue Fronted Amazons (c/b,
s/s, 2008) R2500.00; 1-0 Blue Cheek Amazon
(volw, s/s) R5000.00; 0-0-2 Blue Fronted Amazon
(c/b, h/r, 2018) R2500.00. Contact Johan Kotze
on 0824404402 / jokotbird@telkomsa.net
For sale/Te koop: 0-1 Volwasse Orange
wing Amazon. Contact Johan Adamson on
0835899840 / rooidakboerdery@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 1-1 Blue Fronted Amazons
(2016) R10 000 p/p. No deliveries available.
Contact Ivor Meeding on 0824537451 /
meedingi@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 0-0-4 African Grey Congo
parrots (hand raised, 4 weeks old, not sexed)
R3500.00. Contact Martin belo on 0823495527
/ martinbelo@live.co.za
For sale/Te koop: 2-0 African Grey (DNA sexed;
only one c/b) R1000.00 each; 0-1 Timneh Grey
(not c/b) R500.00. Can deliver to Polokwane or
Pretoria. Chris 0829228505.
For sale/Te koop: Reduced prices once off sale
Amazons Prices p/pair, excl box or flights. Brpr
1-1 Bodindi’s (2015) R10000.00 (Nest active);
Brpr 1-1 Green Cheeked 2014 R6000.00; Brpr
1-1 Xanthops 2016/2013 R12000.00; Brpr 1-1
Lilac Crown 2015 R6000.00; Brpr 1-1 Auropalliata
2017 R12500.00; Brpr 1-1 Barbadensis 2016
R9000.00; All the above Amazons are in superb
condition. (Mid Moult) call for pics. Contact Karl
on 0836276286 / unipack@yebo.co.za
For sale/Te koop: 0-0-2 African grey babies
(four weeks old, hand-reared) R2000.00
each. Phoenix Durban. Contact claudette on
0612919833 / claudettechetty4@mail.com
For sale/Te koop: Timneh greys (11 weeks,
DOB 7-1-19, hand reared, still on 2 meals per
day). Contact TF Brown on 0832920641 /
tania.f.brown@gmail.com
For sale/Te koop: 5-4 Red sided Eclectus’ (age
between 1 year and 2 months) Louis Trichardt
area. Contact Bruce Milton on 0828204729 /
miltonb@lantic.net
For sale/Te koop: 1-0 mature African Grey
(red tail, 2009, not c/b, in excellent condition).
URGENT SALE as we are immigrating R2000.00
neg. Location: Garden Route, Western Cape.
Contact Margaret Sherwood on 0798919173 /
margaret@illumin-essence.co
For sale/Te koop: 1-1 mature breeding Timneh
African Greys R15 000.00. Please whatsappp
for photos. Contact Martin belo on 0823495527 /
martinbelo@live.co.za
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CLUBS & ASSOCIATIONS

We would like to encourage any Club or Association that is not on this list to please contact us on 031 763 4054 or adverts@dennisonpublishing.co.za, so that we can place you on the
Avizandum’s list of “Clubs and Associations.” Listing on this page will be free of charge.
CARLETONVILLE VOËLKLUB Voorsitter Nico Prinsloo 079 896 3247
/ nicoprinsl@gmail.com

NATIONAL

SOUTH AFRICAN NATIONAL CAGE BIRD ASSOCIATION President
Peter Brummage 082 803 9346 Secretary Chris van der Linde 078 376
6961 / cvdlinde@netactive.vo.za
PARROT BREEDERS ASSOCIATION OF SA Elsabe Snyman 082
418 1555 / Lynette Vermeulen 0725337791 / pvsa@aviculturesa.co.za
BUDGERIGAR SOCIETY OF SA John Nel 081 569 1589 / bssa@
showbudgies.co.za / www.showbudgies.co.za
Asiatiese Parkiet en Papegaai Mutasie Telers Vereninging Albert van
Lingen 082 858 4172 / albert@dam-man.co.za
DIE KAKARIKIE TELERS VEREENIGING VAN SUID AFRIKA
Voorsitter FRANCIOS VAN ZYL / Onder Voorsitter ANTHONY LUFF
/ Sekratiris CHERYL LUFF SEL 0738636529

KWA-ZULU NATAL

VRYHEID Chairman: Andre Barnard 034 980 9043 / 081 363 3136 |
Barnaaj@telkomsa.net / Secretary: Carel Muller 034 981 6306 / 073
300 0431 / Fax: 086 553 8899 / mullercf@mweb.co.za
ZULULAND AVICULTURAL ASSOCIATION (Richard’s Bay) Rob
Sedice 083 461 5764 (Chairman) / Hanti Smith 0823372571 (ViceChairman), Steve Struwig 0730867364(Secretary), Jenny Timms
0823497054 (Treasurer), Vic Botes 0834413677 Media), Facebook:
Zululand Avicultural Society.
NATAL & COAST POULTRY CLUB Tim Nixon 079 893 8610 /
featherston@iuncapped.co.za

S A LOVEBIRDTELERSVERENIGING Vise Voorsitter: Karl Makram
082 379 3165 / salovebird@gmail.com / marleneto@telkomsa.net

PIETERMARIZBURG PARROT & ASIATIC BIRD CLUB, Contact
0822229690 or 0815608572.

INDIGENOUS BIRD BREEDERS RESEARCH GROUP
Neville Brickell (Director) 073 910 0414

PIETERMARITZBURG CANARY AND CAGE BIRD CLUB Chris
Millborrow (President) 083 531 1503 / Rob Armstrong (Chairman)
079 173 9267 / Ron Macrae (Secretary) 083 306 3529 (Email)
pmbcanaryclub@gmail.com

SA SHOW POULTRY ORGANISATION / www.saspo.org.za /
GeorgeLuies@gmail.com / 072 435 4193
WATERFOWL ASSOCIATION OF SA 082 854 1181 /
henriettesutcliffe@yahoo.com
FINE FEATHERS BIRD CLUB (GAUTENG) (but with members
nationwide) Dries Louw 083 676 7060; Vice Chairman & Sec Wayne
& Santi Rundle 082 415 7481 / News Media Charlotte Metzer Tel 011
894 1967

DURBAN FINCH BREEDERS Chairman: Peter Greeneway 083
537 2891 / Vice Chairman: Taffy Pelser 083 262 7531 taffy@
thunderauctioneers.co.za
DURBAN CANARY CLUB durbancanaryclub@gmail.com /
CHAIRMAN: NEIL ABBOT 082 907 1416 / CONTACT: STEWART
LETARD 082 796 9985

THE GOULDIAN FINCH SOCIETY Secretary Russ Gillie 011 849 2737
/ Chairperson Gustav Schellack 060 970 5877 / admin@gouldian.co.za
SHOW POULTRY SA / www.poultryclubsa.co.za / 082 804 4158
UNIQUE CREATURES S.A. Chairman Mike van Wyk 076 978 8320 /
Secretary Sonja van Wyk 072 855 7381 / uniquecreatures.sa@gmail.
com
SOUTH AFRICAN FANCY PIGEON ASSOCIATION The Ringmaster
Mrs Netta Prince 041 365 7737 / 082 565 9022 / Safpa.Rings@axxess.
co.za

EASTERN CAPE / OOSKAAP

CACADU Aviculture Association (Port Elizabeth and surrounds)
Chairman: Nico Emmerich 076 371 6640 / nico.emmerich1@gmail.
com / Vice Chairman: Brendon Holmes 083 406 3168 / birdtrainers@
gmail.com / Secretary: Rene Nedft cacadu.aa@gmail.com
PORT ELIZABETH AND DISTRICT CAGE BIRD ASSOCIATION
Chairman: S. van Greunen 082 569 5858 / Secretary: Helena Granzier
072 436 7405
EAST CAPE BIRD CLUB Chairman: Marthinus Stolk 073 403 5768 /
Secretary: Andre Bower 083 448 1087
KAROO BIRD CLUB Somerset East, Cradock, Molteno, Middelburg,
Graaff-Reinet, Aberdeen, Jansenville, Pearston and Queenstown.
Chairman Gary Wiehahn 083 566 4896 / Secretary Johan van der
Merwe
GOULDVELDSE KOUVOËL VERENIGING Chairman Jan
Greyvenstein 082 339 2133 Secretary Hennie van der Merwe 083 344
1361 / henniefrill@gmail.com
EAST LONDON CAGE BIRD SOCIETY Chairman Hedley Sansom /
Secretary Debbie Sansom / eastlondoncagebirdsociety@gmail.com

FREE STATE / VRYSTAAT

FREE STATE POULTRY CLUB. Membership fees are R100 annually,
membership fees for under 16 years are R50.00. Everyone welcome.
Contact Ben Janse van Rensburg on 082 734 9028 / ben@sjsales.
co.za
BLOEMFONTEIN PTV: Chairman:Johan Myburgh 083 455 1283 /
jmyburgh@oldmutualpfa.com. Vice-Chairman: Charl Swart 082 789
5433 / crs@vodamail.co.za. Sekretarisse: Malene Niemand 083 641
2346 / papagaai175@gmail.com
KOSMOS (Harrismith) Marthen Scorgie Tel 058 622 1423 / 083 239
9130 / Fax 058 622 3409
KROONSTAD KROMBEK VOëLKLUB Raymond Hearn 056 213 2796
/ 084 524 4636 / Fax 056 213 2796 / ray.krd@gmail.com / Secretary
Sonja Nell 084 510 2168 / 056 212 6652
OOS-VRYSTAAT (Ficksburg) Johan Kotze Tel 051 933 9700 / 082 440
4402 / Fax 051 933 2126
ROSESTAD BIRD CLUB (Finches, Waxbills & Softbills, Pigeons)
Andre Berry 082 804 6878 / andreberry@telkomsa.net
ORANJE POULTRY CLUB E-mail: ljjl@mtnloaded.co.za /
083 306 9467
BLOEMFONTEIN OLD ENGLISH GAME CLUB 082 712 4770 /
babsvanee@telkomsa.net
HIGHVELD BORDER & FIFE FANCY CANARY SOCIETY Chairman
Theo Oates 082 412 1802 Secretary Chris van der Linde 078 376 6961
/ cvdlinde@netactive.co.za

LIMPOPO
MOGOL (Ellisras) Jan van Breda Tel 014 763 5389 / 072 389 7419 Fax
014 763 5389 / janvbreda@hotmail.com / Secretary Jacoline Booyse
Tel & Fax 014 763 5038 / 084 583 5038 / booyserj@eskom.co.za
POULTRY CLUB SA / admin@poultryclubsa.co.za / 082 804 4158
BOSVELD VOËLVERENIGING (Modimolle) Voorsitter: Cois
Rigaard 082 822 8776 / crigaard@gmail.com / Fax 014 718 7639 /
Ondervoorsitter: Faan Heystek 073 212 0068
ZOUTPANSBERG VOËLTELERSVERENIGING Voorsitter Johnny
Gouws 072 576 1577 / gouwscreditconsultants@lantic.net /
Ondervoorsitter Tonie Becker 084 459 1682

MPUMALANGA

HOËVELD VOËLKLUB, Middelburg (Mpumalanga) Voorsitter Henry
Trigwell 072 104 8021 / henry.trigwell@gmail.com / Ondervoorsitter
Cois Minnaar 072 397 7917 / minnaar.cois@gmail.com / info@hvvk.
co.za
NELSPRUIT Dr P van Rensburg Tel & Fax 013 750 0433 / Secretary
Sylvia Otto Tel 013 744 1836 / qotto@xsinet.co.za
STANDERTON Neels Jooste 082 565 3309 / elandspoort.jooste@
gmail.com / Secretary Alet Higgens / alethiggens@gmail.com
MPUMALANGA POULTRY CLUB / E-mail: ermelo@scipwtb.co.za
083 299 2305

NORTHERN CAPE / NOORDKAAP

KLERKSDORP KANARIE KLUB Chairman Hennie Wiese 082 332
4210 Secretary Dries Wiese 076 279 7762 / wiesesmartie@gmail.com
POTCHEFSTROOM CANARY CLUB Chairman Derrick Warren 082
713 9549 Secretary Kappie van Wyk 082 713 95 49 / kappievw@gmail.
com
DIAMANTVELD VOËLKLUB (Kimberley) Voorsitter Arno Hattingh
083 468 6062 / arno.birds@gmail.com / Finansies Koos Fourie 083
650 7373 / koos.fourie@za.pwc.com / Piet Jacobs 082 821 9877 /
pj200birds@telkomsa.net
KATHU Flip Holtzhausen Tel 053 739 2120 / 083 304 0843 /
flip.holzhausen@kioltd.com / Secretary Len Vermeulen 083 285 1940 /
Fax 053 739 2951 / len.vermeulen@kioltd.com
UPINGTON Voorsitter: Ivan Joubert 072 383 6539 / Ondervoorsitter:
Ansa Luttig 082 443 9073 / Sekretaresse: Elmien Kruger 076 035 1740
/ Email: uptvoelklub@gmail.com
VRYBURG RIETHAAN POULTRY CLUB E-mail: janjnel@gmail.com
/ Tel 053 927 3411

NORTH WEST / NOORDWES

KOSH (Klerksdorp) Voorsitter/Veilingsvoorsitter: Stokkies Stokbroekx
082 704 4378 / stokkies.stokbroekx@gmail.com / Sec Martie Beneke
018 473 0841 / 082 413 8471 / janmar@gds.co.za
BRITS Coen Meyer Tel 012 2541038 / 082 715 2220 / bbole@mweb.
co.za / Sek Mev Grobler Tel & Faks 012 252 5636 / 083 535 4194

REEF CAGE BIRD SOCIETY Chairman Ari du Toit 082 561 49 20
Secretary Helena Rautenbach 082 822 1489 / rautenbachhp@gmail.
com

CAPE CAGE BIRD SOCIETY Chairman Dawie van Tonder
082 323 1862 Secretary Pierre van Tonder 076 754 6801 /
capecagebirdsociety@gmail.com

VRYSTAAT BUDJIE VERENIGING Andre Scholtz (Chairman) 072 204
4791 / Jan Brits (Secretary) 083 378 8845 (Bothaville) / janbrits1353@
gmail.com

CAPETOWN BIRD CLUB Chairman Johan van Staden 082 558 7043
Secretary Graham Forsberg 082 818 1713 / graham.peter.forsberg@
gmail./com

Bloemfontein Kouvoël Vereniging / Voorsitter Frik Nel 083 354 3080
/ Sekretaris/Skou-sekretaris Johan Venter 082 899 3681 / johan.
venter@mangaung.co.za

SWD KANARIE KOUVOËL VERENIGING Chairman Bennie
Kleynhans 084 588 1010 Sectretary Suzanne Snyders 044 272 8034 /
bowlesdrukkers@absamail.co.za

GAUTENG

POTCHEFSTROOM VOËLTELERSKLUB Jaap Wessels Tel 018 297
6907 / 083 367 6599 / Fax: 018 297 6907 jaapw@potch.co.za / Sek
Louw Erasmus Tel 018 290 5860

MAGALIES Frans Van Den Berg 081 354 9021 / 011763 2747 /
vdbergfj@telkom.co.za.
PRETORIA PAPEGAAI KLUB Charl Swanepoel, Tel 012 255 5993 /
082 337 8084 / Fax 012 555 5993 / charlswanepoel@absamail.co.za /
Secretary Willie Scheepers 083 253 3264 / Fax 012 542 1382
PRETORIA POULTRY CLUB / GeorgeLuies@gmail.com 082 654
8938
VAALDRIEHOEK POULTRY CLUB / martiebaden@webmail.co.za
082 400 8957
HONEYDEW VOËLKLUB (Peterweg, Roodepoort) Voorsitter:
Kobus Boshoff; O/Voorsitter: Kriek Badenhorst; Sekretaresse: Martie
Badenhorst Tel 010 222 0651 / 082 511 9090

STELLALAND (Ottosdal) Voorsitter Hendrik Visser 082 332 6571 /
Sekretaris Keadie Jacobs 083 580 3231 / stellalandveilling@gmail.com
VERREWES (Lichtenburg) Fanie Klopper Tel 018 633 1108 / 083
632 7325 / Fax 086 669 0224 / krediteure@nwk.co.za / Sek Sampie
Pretorius / Tel & Fax 018 632 3513 / 084 628 6687 srpretorius@yahoo.
com
RUSTENBURG POULTRY CLUB Tonywigwam@mweb.co.za 082
788 6130
KALAHARI (Vryburg) Gerald van der Linde 082 493 4864 / mabulaf@
lantic.net / Dolf Cloete 082 660 3266 / dcloete@arc.agric.za

GOULDIAN FINCH SOCIETY (Jhb) Secretary Russ Gillie 011 849
2737 / Chairperson Gustav Schellack 060 970 5877 / admin@gouldian.
co.za

SCHWEIZER RENEKE Lourens Pienaar 082 773 3822 / Fax 053 963
1057

VALKE VOËLTELERS KLUB (Vereeniging omgewing) Voorsitter:
Christo Valentine - 0837332935 / valentinechristo@yahoo.com /
Sekretaresse: Gavin Goold - 0832818589

BOLAND VOELKLUB Voorsitter Guy van Zyl 082 492 1253 /
Sekretaris Lionel Adams 084 042 2950
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WESTERN CAPE / WESKAAP

OOSTENBERG Voorsitter: Gerrie Buckley 084 432 6175 / gerriesa@
gmail.com / Sekretaris: Alex Rippenaar 082 893 5455 / alec.rippenaar@
muchasphalt.com
WESTERN CAPE POULTRY CLUB E-mail: naomidt@breede.co.za
/ 082 468 8826
OVERBERG Evert Kleinhans Tel 028 840 0941 / 084 293 2490 /
Fax 028 840 0941 / mardine@live.co.za
EDEN PARROT CLUB FOR EDEN DISTRICT Chairman Coennie
Basson 082 465 9393 / 044 873 2814 (H) (George) / Sec Gideon Swart
079 492 3889 / 044 803 1041 (W) gidswa@telkomsa.net
WP BREEDERS CLUB Chairman: Allen Burgess 0824445265 /
Secretary: Steven Bellingan 0829344749 / stevenbellingan10@gmail.
com

NAMIBIA

AVICULTURE ASSOCIATION OF NAMIBIA Chairperson Sergio
Lopes, +264-81 253 7000

NORTHERN REGIONAL CAGE BIRD ASSOC

BOKSBURG CANARY CLUB (Brakpan) Chairman J. Batista 082 690
3431 / diamanto1658@gmail.com / Secretary A Pedro 072 586 7398 /
alet@universalflooring.co.za
CANARY BREEDERS ASSOCIATION Chairman S. Beirowski 082 553
0517 / leonie.beirowski@iemasinsurancebrokers.co.za / Secretary L.
Beirowski 083 400 8377 / leonie.beirowski@iemasinsurancebrokers.
co.za
DRIEHOEK CANARY CLUB Chairman E. Fourie 082 505 0143 /
sennah861@gmail.com / Secretary E. Nienaber sennah861@gmail.
com
GLOSTER, FIFE & POSTURE CANARY CLUB Chairman H. Cawood
082 411 6076 / hcawood@absamail.co.za / Secretary N. Cawood 083
289 4153 / normancawood@gmail.com
HIGHVELD AVICULTURAL SOCIETY Secretary J Shorter 084 587
2167 / shorter89@gmail.com
HONEYDEW BIRD CLUB Chairman K. Badenhorst 083 222 0651 /
martie.badenhorst@gauteng.gov.za / Scretary M. Badenhorst 082 511
9090 / martie.badenhorst@gauteng.gov.za
INDABA NYONI CLUB Chairman D. Prinsloo 083 460 3004 /
duncansnr@embriosem.co.za / Secretary H. Potgieter 082 775 6921
/ helenapotgieter7@gmail.com
GOULDIAN FINCH SOCIETY Chairman G. Schellack 060 970 5877
/ gustav.schellack@gmail.com / Secretary R. Gillie 082 891 3186 /
admin@gouldian.co.za
JACARANDA SHOW BUDGIE SOCIETY / Chairman P. Swart 071 363
3735 / swartpa@webmail.com / Secretary J. Nel 081 569 1589 / nelja@
telkomsa.net
JOHN F CANARY CLUB Chairman P. Steenekamp 082 782 3895 /
pietste@telkomsa.net / Secretary M. Krugell maxine@homebiz.co.za
PRETORIA CAGE BIRD CLUB Chairman A. Goosen 082 940 8512
/ ajvoels@gmail.com / Secretary I Weyer 082 857 4130 / liweyer@
mweb.co.za
SASOL CAGE BIRD CLUB Secretary Mrs S Hugo 017 634 4897 /
hugos@secunda.co.za
SUIKERBOSRAND CANARY CLUB Secretary C vd Linde 011 818
2321 / cvdlinde@netactive.co.za
SA LOVEBIRD BREEDERS ASSOCIATION Chairman Albert van
Lingen 082 858 4172 / Vice-Chairman Karl Markram 082 379 3165 /
Secretary Ryan Day 083 634 3688 / salovebird@gmail.com
TRANSVAAL ROLLER CANARY SOCIETY Chairman L. Blom 082
685 2226 / ludwichblom@gmail.com / Secretary C. vd Linde 078 376
6961 / cvdlinde@netactive.co.za
TRANSVAAL ZEBRA FINCH SOCIETY Chairman P. Brummage 082
803 9346 / thebrums@netactive.co.za / Secretary F. Barnicoat / 011
615 2937
WESTRAND BIRD CLUB Chairman A. Shannon 082 923 3788 /
andreshannon.mail@gmail.com / Secretary S Veiera 084 699 2061 /
tarltonclothing@gmail.com

BUDGIE CLUBS IN SA

BUDGERIGAR SOCIETY OF SOUH AFRICA (BSSA) Ian Bleasdale
(president) ian.budgie@gmail.com Albert (chairman) 082 490 2251
BSSA@showbudgies.co.za John Nel (Administartor) 081 569 1589 /
nelja@telkomsa.net. www.showbudgies.co.za
AWEEBSA Assossiation for wild-type and exhibition Budgies in South
Africa) Secretary Suzanne Lucas 073 515 9175 / Chairman Johan
Lucas 083 334 9945 / Ring Co-Ordinator Rynier Burger 072 268 5000
Cape Peninsula Budgerigar Society (W/Cape) Hicmet Jaffer / 083-897
1873 / hjaff1982@gmail.com
Cape Town Budgie Club (W/Cape) LE Phillips 072 493 7019 / lynedith.
phillips@gmail.com
East London Budgie Society (E/Cape) DM Kruger 083 255 3254 /
elbs@showbudgies.co.za
East Rand Budgie Society (Gauteng) Dawid Gresse (Secretary) /
0837773867 / dawidg@andru.co.za
Gauteng Budgie Club (Gauteng) Liza Kotzee 079 963 5569 / Kotzee.
aviaries@gmail.com
Jacaranda Show Budgie Society (Gauteng) J A Nel 081 569 1589 /
nelja@telkomsa.net http://jsbs.showbudgies.co.za
Karoo Budgie Club (E/Cape) Jeanette Fouche (Secretary) 072 538
1571
Northern Cape Budgie Society (N/Cape) PR Holzhausen 071 610 0390
/ prh@lantic.net
Premier Budgie Club (Gauteng) Russel Clements (Secretary) 083 264
3161 / 9024@worldonline.co.za
PMBBC (KZN) Chairman LO Sydenham 083 405 0359 / pops@
gracenet.co.za / Sec HK Sydenham 033 396 9407 / pops@gracenet.
co.za
SBC (Gauteng) Chaiman J Lucas 083 334 9945 / johanllucas91@
gmail.com / Sec SJ Lucas 073 515 9175 / suzieqzn@gmail.com
Tygerberg Budgie Club (W/Cape) J Dunlop 074 200 9112 / jdunlop@
mweb.co.za
Vaaldriehoek Budgie Klub (OFS) HJ Hein 082 495 9133 / estie.hein@
vodamail.co.za
Vrystaat Budgie Vereeniging (OFS) Jan Brits 083 378 8845 /
janbrits1353@gmail.com / Andre Scholtz (Chairman) 072 204 4791

Concentrates are used as a balancing additive for grains and seed cooking mixes.
The concentrated, high levels of vitamins, minerals and amino acids when added in
correct proportions to a cooking mix will ensure adequate nutrient supply for birds.
Use one of the following concentrates when feeding your birds your own cooking mix;

Parrot/Parakeet			

Breeders Boost HPC			

High Protein Fat Concentrate

1kg cooking mix plus 330g (33%)

1kg cooking mix plus 160g (16%)

1kg cooking mix plus 200g (20%)

Add fruits and vegetables		

Add fruits and vegetables		

Add fruits and vegetables

Add 10-20g sunflower seeds per bird

Add 10-20g sunflower seeds per bird

Add 10-20g sunflower seeds per bird

*During breeding season - breeder pellets and/or egg food should be added.
Nutritional information of concentrates
Parrot/Parakeet

Breeders Boost HPC

High Protein Fat Concentrate

CP

21%

25%

40%

Fat

4.6%

2.5%

14%

Fibre

1.9%

2.7%

4%

This High Protein Fat Concentrate contains 40% protein, 14% fat, and also
vitamins, minerals and trace elements. The protein is of a high biologicial value as it is
supplemented with amino acids
NB: The Full Fat Soya used is especially ripened (ie. cooked) which means that it
is suitable and safe for all your birds even baby birds

For more information please contact Avi-Products. Tel: 031 766 0016
email: info@aviproducts.co.za \ www.aviproducts.co.za

